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See TECHNOLOGY. Page 3
According to Thomas McCarthy...director of
the Registrar's Office, there .are guidelines by
which credit evaillations are made. Sometimes
the number of guidelines can be overwhelming
. for the person evaluating a student's transfer
credits.
Difficulties arise when a student transfers
from a non 2-year CUNY program, when they
transfer from private institutions and when they
transfer from out of state"
After the student's credit information has
been sent to the Registrar's Office, evaluators
determine which classes are transferable and
have an equivalent at Baruch. Unfortunately,
this is where the process begins to slow down.
"Until recently the process ofevaluating cred-
its has been.. by and large, a paper and pencil
process," said McCarthy
Before the database was created and even
now.. the evaluations are carried out by a person
who sits at a desk with both a student's records
and a guideline booklet that outlines the cours-
es that could be transferred for creditat Baruch.
According to McCarthy, transfer students out-
numbered freshmen 2722 to J469 this academ-
ic year. One would think that with such a large
number of transfer students, there would be
more transfer eValuators on hMKi to-quickly
assess their credits.
.. --. ~ ..
For theStutleTds and the Community
_. .Hgping to speed up the time it takes to eval-
~..;fr8nsfercredits, the Registrar's Office has
- ~ly updated its evaluating method. Even
with-.-the addition of an evaluation database,
.,sorne students may still have to wait about a
:' .__to~n=ive their evaluated credits. .
.•.. _. The precess ofcredit evaluation begins when
:,·it:shident .decides he or she wants to transfer
". . --" . . .
UitoBaruch from- another college. The student
, is, required to submit a transcript that shows
.' ;·what classes have been. or are being, taken at
.8Botllet institution.
The student's credit information is then sent
to the Registrars Office, where.a pre liminary
evaluation is done. The student then receives a
preliminary report on his or her credits at the
transfer student orientation, This report 'is only
'an.estimate ofthe credits a "student may actual-
ly attain. It does not mean that those credits are
guaranteed. The reason for this' preliminary
report isto help the new student decide on what
classesto takeduring his or her first semester at
Bamdl. ..
Although. it might seem like. the evaluation of
.bansfer .credits ~Id be done-quiclcly; -based on
the preJiminaryevaluation sheet, the actual
time-Tn.une .for' evaluating a student's credits
can"8J.Y,~y...
. ~JJgbed Reyes
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R',,,,.Winners
Eftort Canters
O".r $2,500
By Genia D. Nulez
Contributing Write,
The raftle drawing for the India Earthquake
Relief effort tlmdraiser- took place 00 Friday
March 16 at 6 p.m. in room 1704 of the 360
PAS building. There were five lucky winners.
The winner of the top prize of a one-night two-
person stay at the TJmC. Hotel js Denise Talis.
The second prize winner of a dinner for two at
Bombay Palace is Diane Ramnarine. The third
and fourth prize winners ofa S2Sgift certificate
at the Gap and a $25 gift certificate at United
Artists Theaters are Birsen Memet and Melek
Akkoya, respectively. The fifth prize winner of
a Baruch College pen set is Marianna
Perelman. The winners will be notified by tele-
phone.
The raftle raised over $2,500 to aid the vic-
tims of India. From February 26 to ~ch 14,
members of the Gol-den Key.National Honor
Society, Beta Alpha Psi, and the Fiaance and
Economies Society worked together for this
cause... which culminated with the raffle draw-
ing on March '16.
The idea for the fundraising raffle was
launched by Vanita Gangwall, secretary of
Golden Key, as an effort to help the victims of
the tragic earthquake that hit India em January
26. The earthquake left over 100,000 people
dead and many in desperate need of'food.. shel-
ter, and medical-atterrtion.
According to Dean of Students, Ronald
See FUNDRAISER, Page 2
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Bernard M. Baniela' Way
By: Charissa Prince-Ferdinand
. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani has signetl a bill
co-naming 2S street between Lexington and
Third avenues, to Bernard Baruch Way in .
honor of the contributions that Baruch made to
New York City. The mayor stated "The Last
Bill before me,•..wouJd add the name 'Bernard
Baruch Way' to East2S street.."
One sophomore Tamia Silver said, "I tbiDk
it will fOSla' afc:etiBgofpI'idC and cODuDUiUtY.·'·-
.' .
in .the snutems. It could not have come at a
better time ciIher seein&. that we are getting'the ~.
new buildiog it-opyeYcngive us a more cant"
pus-like feelin&;':aIthough the co-iwning of.'
the street bas not yet received much publicity
, in the Baruch community. .
Adding the Baruch name to 2S Street brings .
to light the influence·BaruCh still bason the
community long after hispassing, while imify_ e,
ing the campus"bis' name' adorns.
Bernard Mannes.Baruch was born on August .
19, 1870, in seuth c8roIina.' In 1881 wliien -.'.,
Baruch was about ten· years old he mov«1 to
New York Citjtwiihbis' 'faIDily. EigBtyears .
later in 1889 be~ .• from City CoiIeF .
and began working as 811 office boy. 8anIch ..
became fascinated by Wall Street as he JaIl
errands in the area.
As an~ ·he married.Annie Griftio ill
1$97 and bad·three cbiIdtcn, and~afta' seWaaI _
years in thcbrok~bus.eSs, he hcramc. Haitwia,B..... 1n 1907_.;....~
partner in ~~"7"in'2\:'&.:1I.J¢.WM' .'-':;'~~K._.•~.'...-""....... -."-wiiai';,,;;1ftM,;A.,'
..--. ." . '. . .."~ .,' .--'- ~" ' ;<:mJlEY ...-..)'
and CornpaQ,.&.··'••f;-t••··.. :. ,,-' --w,.' -jj'~I-.~.·New-Y.,Le8dGIland
New York Stock Exchange.froiD the earnings . BCitiD.
he made and wasmaking mntions by ,,'time--. .'".<__ .t~iCfawrJii;O:perfoil tIie-nations •
he turned thirty. iIid8stiics_ economic resources, which
Baruch had thebuming win to succeed and. • prompted.President Wilson to ask for his assis-
opened Baruch Brothers with his brother tance as the First World War loomed. 88ruch ..
. .
z '
.was pUt on The War Industries Board and
-..belpedin peace negotiationS with 1'8.ris.
At the of95 paSsed away inl96S and was
included into the South Carol.ina Hall of Fame
in"·l~.
. GuiUiani officiaHy "recognized .Baruch's
eventful life with~ tribute,sometbing the
. Baruch community 'bas'stood far an along.
.~
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Shan san Wu, a senior who transferred from
the University ofCalifomi a at Davis.. has mixed
feelings towards the new database. He knows
that the database will provide reliefto some but
others will not be affected by it. HI feel ambiva-
lent because every transfer student seems to
have a special circumstance," he said.
Thomas expressed concern over the fact that
students blame the evaluators for the speed at
which the average evaluations are made.
"Don't blame us, blame the administration,"
said Thomas.
"Let your voices be heard, go straight to the
top and demand more evaluators,' stressed
Thomas.
Although the new database will help speed up
the evaluation process, it will not speed it up for
every transfer student. Since the database only
includes a handful of private and SUNY col-
_ leges, anyone' transferrin&-E..uts!~of CUNY
will_haye ,tQ.~.lhe10-J)g..wait o.t:lJ.aying their
credits evaluated by a hand.
McCarthy urges students who may find them-
selves in this situation to visit CUNYTIPPS, an
Internet-based program that allows potential
transfer students to find out ahead of time what
classes they may receive credit for at their new
institution. CUNYTIPPS can be accessed
through the CUNY home page at
http://www.cuny.edu.
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~ Aide Evaluator, Natastla callender, working on a student's file last week In the
Registrar's OffIce. Callender and the rest of the evaluators are hoping students will speak
up and ask the administration for more help In evaluating transfer credits. (PhotolHubert
Reyes)
tions, as well as New York University, St.
John's University and Pace University.
All the colleges included in the database, as
of now. were input because of the large number
of students who have transferred from those
institutions.
While the database allows evaluations to be
done at a faster rate than by hand" McCarthy
points out that the database still needs someone
to input the information.
There are two full-time staff members who
work with the database and training has begun
for part-time staff.
McCarthy cautions that the database will not
guarantee a quicker evaluation. Once a staff
member has input a student's information and
the evaluation is complete, in about 60 seconds,
the evaluation sheet is then rechecked by some-
one else in an effort to weed out any mistakes
the operator may nave committed, thus slowing
down-the ~ess~- --- -- --- - ----
Although the inception of a database seems
promising, problems can still arise. Sandra
Williams, a junior, transferred from SUNY
New Paltz in the fall of 1999. Three weeks ago
/'
she received notice of her evaluated credits.
Williams said she had submitted all the paper
work that Baruch asked of her when she first
arrived. She was then told to check back with
the Registrar's Office to see if her credits were
accepted. Williams claimed she checked back
often only to be turned away each time.
Technology Improves Evaluation Process
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Continued From Front
On the contrary, at one point Baruch
employed five full time evaluators but that
number was cut down to two last year because
of the CUNY budget cuts said McCarthy.
According to McCarthy, nothing could be
done about the reduction in evaluators. "It
became an issue of, should we not hire a facul-
ty member or lose an administrative pesition,"
he said. "The decision was made that it would
be the administrative position (an evaluator)."
Since then one more evaluator was added,
there are now three full-time evaluators along
with one part-time position, leaving four evalu-
ators with the responsibility of calculating the
transfer credits of 2722 students.
With such a large task bestowed on the four
evaluators. students can expect to do nothing
else but wait.
Trisha Thomas. a student aide that has evalu-
ated credits since 1998. said that the process
can be overwhelming One evaluator is
assigned to all CUNY colleges. another evalu-
ates all SUNY. another does all private institu-
tions. and another one does all foreign colleges.
In total each are assigned about 20 to 30 insti-
tutions that they must evaluate.
On average, the amount of time some students
may have to wait to have their credits evaluat-
ed can reach two semesters said McCarthy.
The addition of more staff would greatly ben-
efit the students as well as the evaluators. "'I
wish we had more people [helping]."said
Thomas. "We could go faster,'
The addition of more evaluators would help
to lighten the load that the present evaluators
carry. Although they are expected to work eight
months out of the year on the credit evalua-
tions, the evaluators are also expected 10 help
students with their registration problems at the
beginning of every semester. thereby slow ing
down the process further.
Unfortunately, the hiring of more evaluators
is not likely. "You can only fill lines (positions)
that are given to you." said McCarthy.
Perhaps technology will provide some relief
for students. McCarthy said that a database was
created for the purpose of speeding up the eval-
uation pI"()CeSS.
Information about the courses offered at
another college and that of the equivalent here
at Baruch are input into the database, the com-
puter then evaluates the student's credits. This
significantly reduces evaluation time.
As of last year the database only included
information from one community college since
it has been updated to include all CUNY col-
leges, senior and community. The database also
includes the State University of Nassau, the
State University of Suffolk, and the State
University of Westchester, all SUNY institu-
,
<
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has achieved through its joint efforts with the
other organizations," said Son.
The support from the Baruch community is a
reward for the members of the participating
organizations and will benefit the victims of
India
"Most ofthe students were eager to help, and
donated what they could without hesitation,"
said Grossman.
Son and Grossman believe that the Baruch
community did its part in aiding the victims of
the earthquake in India
"We can safely say that we made a differ-
ence," said Grossman. "The response from the
Baruch community and the efforts will make a
difference to the people in India," said Son.
The officers of the three organizations
expressed their gratitude to all the people who
collaborated to the relief effort.
St.ldent Develop",ent & Counseling
1512/360 PAS
9am-Bprn
~f2-8D2"772
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Disabled pwson·s stall In women's bathroom: The lock on the door
was placedbac~not allowing students to·properly close the
door while using the facility. (photaIYanessa Wltenko)
Contact:
"In the 25 years plus
I've been 'here this is
the largest sum of
money raised by a stu-
dent-only run event. "
Moab Son, president of the Golden Key men-
tioned that she is glad and proud about the out-
come of the fundraiser and working with the
other organizations.
"I'm extremely proud of what Golden Key
•
GRADUATIONfL~Yau must file an AA ~TlONFOR DEGREE formwith the Reoistra(s Office
in your final semesterin order to be eligible to graduate and tobe inciuded in the
commencement program.
Fundraiser Surpasses Expectations
2
Continued From Front
Aaron, chapter advisor of Golden Key, this
fundraiser collected the most amount of money
in all the time be has been at Baruch.
"In the 25 years plus I've been here this is the
largest sum of money raised by a student only
run event," said Aaron.
Aaron and members of the participating orga-
nizations believe that the success of the
. fundraiser was due in part to the cooperative
efforts between the organizations. Lee Xu,
president of Beta Alpha Psi, strongly believes
that working with other organizations is a
rewarding experience and mentioned that the
success of this event surpasses Beta Alpha Psi's
prior fundraisers,
"This is the first event of joint effort, [it] will
mark the beginning of collaborating spirit
among students:' said Xu. "The support from
other SOCieties is good."
Second stall In women's bathroom: Instead of a lock on the stall
door, toilet paper fills the empty space. (pho1oNanessa WJtenko)
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Part-time
~.nt G-.-mment Form
•
Name ofProfessor
Class (include name, date, time, semester, and section.)
The TICker and USG would lilceto know what stodentsthink about their professors. We want to
ensure .the voice ofthe students is heard by fiDing out this complaint/comment form.
Please check one ifyou know whether your professor works,..
--- -------- ----- ------.--------- -----_..._~ .....
Full time
Your name, phone number, and e-mail. (Ifyou wish to remain anonymous, you may do so.)
\
~ ~.f>.~' ~.. r r"'~n- # i , .4i.....~••~... i-\p.,...,.,.
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Positive Professor
Comments, _
General school
comments/complaints, _
The Ticker and USG.
Please return this form to 360 PAS, room 1531,.room 1521, or in the designated comment boxes
around campus. Vocal complaints can be made at the student complaint hotliaeat (212) 802-
6790. We thank you for your time.
WedRsd.aYt April 25thy 2001
J2:1S.t:45 PM
ROom. 750· NewJIIII·lJbtarylCOJfereaee Center- 151 East'ZSiII Street
~ It Drinks Served)
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was Harvey Milk, who was the first open-
ly gay man to run for office. According to
one member, Milk spearheaded many of
the campaigns that have given gays rights
and protection in today's society.
In fact, intolerance plagues those even
within the gay community. It was
remarked that people who are homophobic
often are homosexuals themselves, and
hate themselves so much that they express
it to those who are open about their sexu-
ality.
The meeting seemed to have ended all
too quickly; the discussion was still in full
swing when club hours came to an end at
2:30 p.m. Koifman, though disappointed
about the misunderstanding with the tele-
vision not appearing as scheduled, was
contented with the way the meeting ran.
He said: .
"I think it is wonderful to have a place
where people ofall sexual orientations can
meet, express their views and find out
more about themselves and others. Clubs
like this have helped me with who I
became today."
For thosejnterested in reaching GALA's
administration, the email address
is Gala_of_Baruch@yahoo.com.
3ree
I
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Part-time receptionist - Perfect col-
lege job~ Answering phones. UPS,
greeting customers and clients.
25/hours per week - hours are flexi-
ble. Please email resume to kjenk-
ins@Phase2Media.Com
--_....-----------...._------
ComputerlMonitor for Sale - $350.
333Mhz Cyrix II MMX processor, 4.3
GB HO, 32x CD, Windows 98, Word
97, 15" NEe Monitor. MINT CONDI-
TION. Caff 917-591-0061 or email
alkaps@yahoo.com
-------------------------
Black 5 piece fumitrue. Semi-eircle
shaped. Really cute and elegant. 5
piece includes 3 pieces of couch, 1
coffee table, 1 small table. CHEAP,
cheap...M99 ONLY. Email:
Rbxxxxx@aol.com (Ramona
Baratian)
I
Medical Biller I
2 doctors' prestigious office in I
Manhattan. Must be experienced and
detail oriented. Pleasant working con-
ditions. Benefits. No Saturdays.
Fax resume to (718) 796-8111 or
(212) 799-0735.
Needed: 2 Intern programmers with
good knowledge of C++ for a CISCO
start-up project. Contact SaOm @ I
(917) 577-0700 and email your
resume to danyaalo-ol.com.
on
i
Students
.. 4 It
and the like were allowed to mingle and
meet each other during a time period when
the lifestyle was illegal. The film is a
depiction of the struggles of the gay com-
munity in gaining rights and acceptance
and how this club became a symbol of
strength to alI.
As the meeting progressed several issues
were addressed concerning intolerance not
only to the gay community, but to all.
For example, it was mentioned that there
are several gay individuals that have made
significant contributions to society, but
have had that part of their lives down-
played simply because no one wants to
accept their existence. One such person
H] think it is wonderful
to have a place where
people ofall sexual
orientations can meet,
express their views and
find out more about
themselves and others"
tease that is "Macroeconomics," by Samuelson
&: Nordhaus.
Anonymous Contrilnttor
Informs
Koifinan informed all of those present at
the meeting of the Queer CUNY
Conference that was to be held OIl
Saturday March 10th, 2001. He passed
around a handout that listed the several
workshops and activities that were to be
included in the conference. The sessions
listed on the agenda included a keynote
address, a plenary planning session, and a
buffet reception.
The discussion of the conference led in
tum to one about its name. The word
'queer' was considered to be so offensive
to one member, that she felt it was enough
to dissuade her from going. She believed
that the word is used as a derogatory refer-
ence to gays, lesbians and transgenders
and that it had become too accepted with-
in the community, She also remarked on
the fact that the word 'queer' itself meant
peculiar, and that she didn't consider her-
selfpeculiar at all. Others disagreed saying
that even though they found the word
offensive they accepted it simply because
the word was able to describe those of all
sexual orientations in one word.
It was then that the discussion moved
onward to Stonewall and what it was. One
member explained that Stonewall was a
club in which gays, lesbians, transgenders,
it in his or her interest to gather some tips ')D
14How to inflict pain upon those dependent
upon my evaluations."
Nevertheless, I must survive it if I am to grad-
uate, and this is the stance I urge you to adopt
if you happen to be squirming under the utter
MeetingGALA
------
- --..._---
The Wrath of
Samuelson
By Charissa Prince-Ferdinand
Contributing Writer
Baruch's Gay and Lesbian Alliance was
scheduled to show the video "After
Stonewall" on Thursday March 8 at 12:30
p.m.. in room 1905 of the 26 street build-
ing. However, this video did not to grace
the GALA meeting since the administra-
tion, unfortunately, sent the television to
the wrong building. Despite the attempts at
retrieval by Danny Koifman, President of
GALA, it never arrived.
The members nevertheless remained
undaunted, and the meeting carried on
successfully. It began with an icebreaker
through which each speaker introduced
him or herself and said which donut they
would be if given the choice. The ice-
breaker was indeed enlivening, even
though most people were already engaged
in easy banter before it began.
Marion Viray, a counselor from Baruch's
Counseling Center, was also present.
•
Furthermore, he was active in initiating
ideas and discussions. He expressed hopes
of creating a discussion group on campus
for people of all sexual orientations to dis-
cuss relationships, feelings and personal
development.
The vagaries of economics are best exempli-
fied by Samuelson & Nordhaus in their text-
book "Macroeconomics" (the 16th Edition to
be exact). I apologize in advance to professors
using this book as well as those who read,
immensely enjoyed, and to this day swear by
this book. I am not a textbook critic: rather, I'm
an average student caught in the midst of what
I perceive as 'the wrath of Samuelson.
If you are looking to develop a distaste for this
subject or to even mildly lessen your current
enthusiasm for it, I prescribe for you this mas-
terpiece that has a couple ofdrones for authors.
To repeat oneself in a medium of imparting
knowledge is acceptable and sometimes help-
ful. However, to reiterate several times a con-
cept that is foggy to begin with, without any
relief in terms of clarification, is absolute
sadism. Between the lines, one can see their
snickering faces jeering at a disinterested stu-
dent who is suffering from jargon overload, not
to speak of the utter loss of control as he or she
trudges through the repetitious content.
"Sucker!" they taunt
"Nya-nya nya-nya, you have to read the book if
you desire to pass the class ..." ,
"This is so you respect us all the more for our
degrees."
It ultimately boils down to, "You shall suf-
fer ... Ha Ha Ha!"
In a farfetched positive sense, the book
imparts one skill - using several words strate-
gically in conjunction with one another so as to
seem sensible, all the while knowing fuIly well
that it could have been said in a fraction of
those words. (Seems like I'm learning!) In
other words, one involuntarily absorbs the art
of stuffing or plumping up one's sentences - a
skill that undoubtedly has its place in a stu-
dent's career.
This book could serve other uses as well. We
all know ofat least one teacher who 'would find
-- -_._---
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IS LAW SCHOOL IN YOUR FUTURE?
BARUCH COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF LAW
I
Thursday, March 29, 2001
12:45 to 2:00 PM
Skylight Room (Room 306J /23rd Street Bldg.
C
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The fOUO\\1ng awards are also open to otherstudents, as described;
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the world's largest Internet cafes
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From The Swedish Institute
Jerey Yuen
Academic Dean,
Educator ofChinese
Healing Arts .and
An 88th Generation
Taoist Priest
~--..,~.
Nutritional Energetics
Workshop
Boost Fitness, Lower Stress,
and Get More Energy from
your Food
~.
March 29th
360 ParkAve. SDoth
Room 1212 - 1:00pm
(Refreshments will be served)
buck and a
800 pes Open 24 hours 0 <.by!
gets you ever
a
~l'oeasyEve~.com/usQ z,
TImes Sq/West 42nd Street (between 7th & 8th)
Ouastia" is the new onlirie
'service designed to help
students write better papers,
faster and easier.
que s tO~
BelUr Papers. Faster.-
For a chance to instantly win a _
Dell- Laptop, Handspring Vtsors"
messenger bags and morel go
to questiapromo.com!
"In a duel, there is only
one instant winner;
at questiapromo.cmn
there are.thousands"
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IIITI1'S IITI
Menachem Green
. The article '4J~ous of~urAthletes," written by K. Jack, tried to make a statement that ball play-
ers deserve the high salanes that they are receiving because "skilled workers get paid higher than
unskilled workers." I beg to differ.
Like the author stated, there is a "philosophical question" of why ball players earn more money
than teachers, doctors, and even the President. Yet it seems that the author really does not com-
prehend the question. Weat Baruch understand this question because we know that teachers doc-
tors, and the President mean more to our economy then a ball player. Many teachers educate'more
than 2,000 students throu.ghout their careers. These students, I am sure, will contribute more to
our economy than a ball player, so don't you think they should make more money than a ball play-
er?
Now moving on to our doctors. Firstly, does one not see how a doctor is more skilled than an
athlete? Secondly, without these doctors all athletes that are injured will no longer be able to work.
Consequently, broadcasters, newspaper columnists, and mascots would need to collect "cheese
from the government."
Now, let's talk about Barbara Streisand and John Travolta. The author claims that "nobody" ever
complains about them making a huge amount of money. First, people do complain. Secondly,
according to his reasoning, "athletes help produce jobs" and therefore, they get paid a lot of
money. Should this reasoning not be applied to Barbara Streisand and Mr. Travolta? Do they not
"help produce jobs?" These people help produce jobs for so many people too from the guy who
sells the popcorn at a movie theater, to the people who sweep the floors at concerts.
There is one particular statement that seemed to have been thrown in as if this was the real rea-
son that the article was written: "the mere fact is the media does not like to see young black mil-
lionaires and are quick to paint them as greedy and arrogant jocks." The media never "paintls]
them as greedy and arrogant jocks" and at times, even glorifies them. They do mention the
humanitarian programs that athletes have contributed too.
I f the author truly cared about our athletes, he would have stated something along the lines of
"the media does not like to see young athletes that are millionaires." Here at least it would have
included all athletes, such as, Derek Jeter and Alex Rodriguez. It is not always everyone against
the minorities.
Who's to Blame for the School Shootings?
swearing on a bible has stopped some fellow restrict illegal theft and trafficking in guns, ed.
By Davm·Osso Republican lawmakers from.lying. to their coo- since. they would be of no value to non-regis- _Qfc,?~,_t!le thumb P.!i~t trigger lock would
stituents or cheating on their wives. Yet, these tered owners. notsolve all the.gun violence.problems. Athor-
Who's to blame for the latest school shoot- lawmakers do not mention gun control because Thumb print technology has been around for ough background check for all registered own-
ings? This question was heavily debated in the they get millions of dollars from gun makers decades and is used in a variety ofsettings. Yet, ers would be required and perhaps annual eval-
media after the most recent school shooting in and gun supporters, who end up paying for the thumb print locks have never been put on uations could be required as well. [would also
San Diego, California Many people blame their reelection campaigns. That is the sole rea- guns because gun manufacturers argue that it suggest an even more thorough background
those who were told by the gunman that he was son why Congress has not passed a gun control would cost them too much money. However, check be done on gun buyers who have pur-
planning to stage a school shooting. Many measure, despite intense pressure from voters the cost can be alleviated in several ways. chased more than two guns to prevent traffick-
place the blame on the parents of the child for in the aftermath ofthe Columbine massacre and First, the government can increase the sales tax ing. These are small prices to pay to prevent
not catching warning signs and carelessly subsequent school shootings. Instead, on guns. This has already been done with other deaths of more than 11,000 people each year.
allowing the child to have access to the hand- Congress continues to deflect attention from non-essential but harmful products, like ciga- Laws such as these would not abridge a per-
gun. Our nation's leader places blame on the their inaction by focusing on issues they cannot rettes. Another alternative would be to subsi- son's right to bear arms, instead it would regu-
deterioration of family values and parents not legislate, like family values and prayer in dize the technology through taxpayer surplus late those of us who choose to own guns in
teaching their children right from wrong. I school. This is the easy and cowardly way out, funds. Instead of a $1.6 trillion dollar tax cut order to keep them out of the hands of children
place the blame squarely on Mr. Bush and his and it does not fool anybody. (of which I would receive a nominal amount and criminals.
fellow Republican lawmakers. Bush's emphasis on family values is an because I am in a lower income bracket), I The purpose of the suggestions above is not
Mr. Bush's statements are similar to those of attempt to avoid the real problem; guns are in wouldn't mind subsidizing the technology if it to chart a specific course of action. Instead, I
fellow Republican lawmakers, who proposed the hands of people who should not have them, would prevent thousands of murders each year have demonstrated that actions could be taken
placing the Ten Commandments in schools including children and criminals. Take the Lastly, but most improbable, the gun manufac- to prevent tragedies like the ones in Columbine
after the Columbine massacre. At the same guns out of children's hands and there will be turers could actually cut into their profits. and San Diego from happening ever again.
time, Democrats, led by Bill Clinton, proposed no school shootings. More generally, take the Perhaps a combination of the alternatives They are simple solutions that can be imple-
a bill that would require mandatory child locks guns out of the handsofpeople who should Bot would be the best solution. mented by our Congress and President.
on all guns sold and tougher background have them and gun violence will decrease sub- An electronic thumb print trigger lock would However, lawmakers will not seriously discuss
checks. That bill was eventually killed in the stantially. It is just plain common sense. The undercut the common anti-lock argument that gun control for at least the next four years,
Republican controlled Congress. Imagine a United States, by far, has more guns on the instant access is necessary on some occasions, despite 11,000 gun homicides and several
grade school teacher in a classroom asking her streets than any other nation in the industrial- like when an intruder breaks into a gun owners school shootings each year.
students to offer solutions to the recent school ized world. Inthe United States, guns kill over home and the gun owner cannot unlock the lock Who's to blame for the school shootings?
shootings and one of her students answering, 11,000 people each year. In other civilized in time. Although'T doubt that anywhere close There's no doubt about it-our nation's lawmak-
..oh, I know. Putting the Ten Commandments countries with strict gun control measures, like to 11,000 Iives will be lost each year because ers are accomplices and share the guilt for these
up in classrooms. That'll stop all the shoot- England, Sweden, Canada, and Japan, only a gun owners do not have time to unlock a man- school shootings. Despite being in the best
ings." This answer would not pass the absurdi- few hundred people are murdered by guns each ual trigger lock. All the gun owner would have position to prevent further bloodshed, our law-
ty test, even by fifth grade standards. Or how year in all ef these countries combined. to do is place their thumb on the gun, as they makers have chosen not to act for so many
about the response to the San Diego school Contrary to popular Republican belief: the rca- would in tile DQI"Dlal process of shooting, and years. They have instead chosen to watch the
shooting by Republican Senator Conrad Burns. son for this difference is not the posting of the fire the gun. It may actually save more gun carnage from their protected homes and quiet
He stated, "I don't know what gets inside some Ten Commandments in the classroom, school owners lives because there have been on sever- neighborhoods, in exchange for money that is
of these kids' heads... Whatcan Congress do?" prayer, or a return to family values. It is strong al occasions where a home intruder hasfoand a soaked with the blood of innocent victims
Uh, I think pass gun control laws, Mr. Senator. gun control mel, therefore, less guns on the homeowner's gun, confronted the unarmed killed by guns. As they have for countless
Yet, unbelievably, this is the general view of street. homeowner and killed him with the 'unlocked years, Republicans will continue to mask mac-
top Republican lawmakers. . ~ that we have esf!lbIished that there is a gun. tion behind the empty idea that family values
Are these Republican lawmakers as naive as problem and that the solution is to take guns out Gun advocates may also argue that the thumb will solve our unrestrained gun violence prob-
their comments portray them to be? Obviously of the hands of people who should not have print lock would not solve the problem with lern. Simply put, it never has and never will
not. Their comments: are so absurd because them, the next step is to figure out how to regard to the guns out there right now. Their lack action is unforgiving and repulsive.
they are forced to defend an absurd position. implement a solution. One way would be to However, with regard to older guns, the law Events like those in San Diego happen every
They do not really think the Ten pass a law that requires all new guns to have would require a less effective manual trigger single day and will continue to happen every
Commandments will stop school shootings any electronic thumb print devices so that only reg- lock. Perheps, even an economic incentive to day IJDtil gunS are 1aken out of the bands of
more than going to church every SWlday or istered owners C3l,) fire the gun. It would also switch to the newer guns Could be implement- people who should not have them. D
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Thank lOu. - Sort Of
"Don't blame us, blame the administration, "
- Trisha Thomas,
student aide at the Registrar ~ Office in reference to student's
complaints on the speed at which transfer
credit evaluations are done.
Our esteemed institution has actually decided to' do something helpful for
the students. After years ofcomplaints and numerous editorial rantings, the
Registrar s Office has finally answered transfer student's prayers - sort of
The same office that has given every other Baruchian a migraine has now
decided to relieve some ofthat stress from students that have and are in the
process oftransferring over from another institution.
With the creation ofa new evaluation database, the time in which trans-
fer students receive their evaluated credits has been reduced - sort of
The quicker evaluations will only be available to those selectfew students
that have transferredfrom a CUNY college, three SUNY institutions, JVYu'
St. John sUniversity andPace University. Those unfortunate souls that hap-
pen to come from an institution notnamed here are doomed to wait at least
two semesters to receive their evaluated credits.
Even more absurd is the situation thatforeign transfer students find them-
selves in. According to Julian Forrester, foreign studentsevaluator; access-
ing a foreign transfer students credit information is more complex, simply
because the information is in their native tongue.
Unfortunately for Forrester, he does not know all those languages. Time
is the~ expended, trying to have the information translated But perhaps
what IS most absurd is the fact that he is the only foreign evaluator at the
Registrar s Office.
Forrester is charged with evaluating an average of 300 students per
semester, each ofwhich has to be done by hand. This is a process that can
take, according to him) "a significant amount oftime. "
With at least 300 transfer students coming into Baruch every semester;
why not input those institutions in the evaluation database? Common sense
answers this question, as all those transfer students come from different
parts ofthe. world andfrom many institutions.
Although it might seem out ofthe question to add every international insti-
tution to the database, something more has to be done to speed up the
process for foreign transfer students as well as those transferringfrom with-
in the continental United States.
It s nice that the Registrar -s Office has actually taken a step forward and
actually succeeded at serving the students - sort 0[- it still has a lot ofroom
to improve on.
This academic year alone, 2,722 transfer students entered the Flagship of
~UNYand there were only four evaluators to assist them all. Perhaps hir-
Ing more evaluators to handle evaluations would be a good idea as well as
a great place to start.
But then again, maybe our dear old institution knows what is best for us
- sort of
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Networking Computers and Peripherals
Wo-elessly is a "Snap"
the downside, it works on Mac's only.
lDIcI'sAayPoiDt HoinC NetwoIk
(www.intel.com/~intIproduets)is based
on tile Home RF S)stem, and is also easy to
install and is less expensive. than its Apple
~unterpart. But yO!J know what, instead of
bwiag ~i~ like ..the QIles ~v~ .you ~
also link your PC's and peripherals usmg wire-
less cards, an even less expensive and easier
solution.
TrueMobile makes such cards, aDd is now in
partuersbip with Dell Computers to pre-install
them oato special-order computers.
This method is the least expensive to wire-
lcssly network your computers andperipherals.
Where once it cost over S1()()() or more for
parts and labor (that you hire) to install a net-
work in your home, "do-it-yourselfers can net-
work their computers for as little as SlOOper
computer- accordi}1g to Michael !darti?cz,
author of No Strings Auaehed. HIS article,
which appears in Kiplinger's ~pril2oo1 issue,
contains more iDformation on what is covered
in this article.
When you are rea4y to shop fOr a networking
component, do your wallet a faV()f and~ the
web-MySimon.com is recommended I~ No
Strings Attached f()r finding the lowest pnce.
"While wireless has becOme increasingly
popular, it's only recently that people have
been able to install it themselves," says Mark
Henrick, author of another good read for aspir-
ing bome-netw()rkers, Mastering Home
Networking (Sybex, $30).
The Romanian Society of Columbia University Invites you
to join them for the First Annual
NORTHEAST COLLEGIATE ROMANIAN
CULTURAL & ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
WHEN?: Saturday, April 7 (9AM-6PM, dinner at Romanian restaurant) and Sunday,
April 8,2001 (9AM-2PM) .
WHERE?: Columbia University in New York CIty, Broadw~>: and 116th Street
WHAT?: An opportunity for students to meet and share th~1l1deas, as well as hear var-
ious speakers discuss important issues.
WHO?· Anyone who is interested. . I· ·t d
.. . 00· 1 because space IS lIDI eCONTACT: Email pmp 18@columbia.edu. Reply unm late'i. .
Include your name, email address, ~hone number, school, year & major.
Do you own more than one computer and
have you ever wanted to 1iansfer information
from one to the other, or have bothcom~
share one priDtcr? _
AecordiDg to PC Data magazine morethan~
million Americans own two or more computers
and have been in this situation. "
What isthe solution to your networking needs
if you arc one of those 16 mill~o~ dual-~"
. Americans? The answer IS maeasmg-
owmng •. Ie dIy becoming wireless aetworking, a SJDlp an
now, increaSingly inexpensive solution
Networking your computers allows you to
send files from one to the Qtber without the use
of floppy disks or remo\iable hard drives or
such devices. You can also share SC8l1Iler5,
printers, and access to the Internet.
Tbere are two wireless standards, 802.11 and
Home RF; both are vying for the larger market
share and thus far 802.11 maintains a sizable
lead.
Home RF systems transfer data at a rate of
1.6 mepbits per second (mbps), while 80211
transfc.o_data up to 11 mbps, almost seven
times faster. and about 200 times faster than a
56kbpsconaection.
Apple Computer's Ai~Port system
(www.apple.comlairport)worksonthe802.ll
standard and is probably the best known and
.simplest wirelesspetworking device to set up;
Indian Sto<k Market Reelillg
Indian stock markets are reeling. Swamped
by a series of insider trading scandals and set-
tlement payment problems that amount to the
worst crisis faced by the nation's poorly
policed equity market in nearly a decade.
Since March 1, the Bombay Stock Exchange
(BSE) benchmark 3O-issue Sensitive Index has
declined 13.06 percent. The broader SOO-share
S&P CNX SOO index has fallen even more
-sharply, plmruneting t7.94 percent in the past
15 trading days.
The plunge has wiped out) .14 trillion rupees
($24.4 billion) in shareholder value, and
severely undennined trust in the fairness and
management of the nation's capital markets.
-
Cbina to Weed Stocks
Regulators said they would begin de-listing
chronic money-losers from Chinese stock mar-
kets in June. Under new rules set up last
mon~ companies that lose money four con-
secutive years would be de-listed unless tIley
submitted a workable restruetuting plan and
won a year's reprieve. Officials are eager to
improve the quality of companies on the
Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges.
Supreme Court Arbitration Ruling
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled last week that
employers -un force their employees to ~e
their complaints to private arbitrators., whi~h
tend to award smaller damages, instead of to
the courts after a fonner gay City Circuit
employee attempted to sue the company i~
court over alleged harassment. The 5-4 decI-
sion will likely limit the options of millions of
workers.
Disposable Cell Phones . .
San Francisco-based Telespree and Chffslde
Park (NJ.)-based Dieceland lire preparing tc
roll out disposable cell phones next year, o.ffer.
ing the devices in supennarkets, gas stations,
and convenience stores around the country.
The phones will function like prepaid ~h?ne
cards. offering 30 or 60 minutes of aIrtime
before you just throw them away. Price: any·
where from $10 to $30.
Napster to be Sued - Again .
A music industry trade group representatIve
said on Thursday that it will file a complaint in
court next week saying Napster has failed to
comply with an injunction requiring it to s~p
copyrighted songs from its directory. Whl~e
downloading on the service is down. mUSiC
industry officials said Napster's efforts have
fallen short because a lot of songs that should
be be blocked are still readily available.
Furthennore, the company has failed to ~re­
vent users from sidestepping its screemng
mechanism by merely changing the spelling of
file names.
AOL and Ticketmaster in Alliance
A broad alliance between America Online, a
division ()f AOL Time Warner, and
Ticketrnaster will allow Tickettnaster to sell
tickets to AOL's 28 million subscribers and
offer its Moviefone ticketing service on the
Ticketmaster web site. Citysearch.com.
Sources: The New York Times. Daily News,
Business Week
ByToayKim
Contributing Writer
BIZ BRIEFS
Too Littl~ Too Late for Greenspan's
Incremental Rate Cuts
O ·d' Thought of tbe Week: Contrary to all that we are hearing in the neM'."VI S - tually d . ite well We are
media abo1lt the sour state ofthe economy, we are ac omg qu . and he
muckh bette:.~ff!.~~enbewee:::~e;;r: ::eI1T:n':f~e ~::..:':::::: :::e;;;:enti:es.
stoe martu:is nuv • and . turn stock
are related: when profits are up earnIngs are up In re .'.
N~al~, t~ ne IS. not a perfiect reflection ofthe other. So, stop being so pess'mutrc_
pTlces rISe. UIU 0
everyone!
One student's take on why the economy is staHing
to rejuvenate the economy.
Perbaps a surpI iscrate QJt of1brec>-quarta' peI""
JIJ.lJ • cent to a fUll pcR:ClIIaF is-aae-likdy_10 boost
The ongoing decline of tile stock 1D8I~ canbe lending andgrowth-As~ the Fed~
aurihuted to JKk ofrespoilSiblc fiscal poIic:y-mak- -to cut the fedaal fimd rare by a baIf-percent basiS
_"_I R Chairman Alan points OIl Mard120, implyiDg 1bat drastic times
ing by F~AI eserve call fO!' drastic mc:aucs. Immohtely, the D8'kd
Greenspan . after .
Greenspan's miscaJculations in his ecooonuc:al- adjusted to tl1c move and dropped postuIg
_Iy god-Iike power position ha~ calJ~ an ceo- modest g8iJlS duriDg the morning hours.
'ilomic reversalfrom the greatestecononuc growth Greenspanis not theonlyman1Iying1Osave~
--iii U.S. bistoly to a recession that could have been timcnt in 1hC counIIY over die economy and tile
avoided. GreeQspan may be labeled as an ceo- stock marbt. President Bush proposes "iJnmtdi-
nomic genius. but has the second most pOwerful ate_ mx ems tbat wiD, if~ by Congress, be
man on earth made a misIake by not reacting soon - impIeincnti:d in late June.
enough or reading Wlder false pretense? Many ecomomisIs perceive that BUsh's tax cut
The UnitedStates was in amode ofposperous proposal will have a ~CIlO1OIiCaJ, raIhcr thanan
growth and with low unemploymeDt until the economical. dfect becauseof!be minute amoum
question ofhilh inflation arose due to the~ of relief his plan will actually provide. Seva'3lindexes, less ecooOOusts are UJBing PJcsideIlt Bush to_ k#Jy
highsoftbe Nasdaq andDow . savmg &roDger to IIis fellow politiciaIts becausc of the
by households, and an unequalbalanceof impol1S
current- conditioo of 1be United States economy
andexports.
GIeenspm and the members of the Federal - and its effects globally.
Reserve Board began to raise tile federal interest PresidentBush's across the board tax cut sbouJd
rate, and did so for seven consecutive times in pass tbrougb the House without delay and lie
incrementS of a quarter percent basis points in. reviewed bY 'the Senate next~
order to eurtaila phantom.. an apparition ofthe (ear The US ecooomy has been put in reverse andtile
of inflation. only question to-answer is Wbethe:r or not .we are
Now in a state ofpanic, Greenspan surprised us ina recession ordepression andwhether arnotoor
with a half percent basis point cut of the interest leaders can restore the economy's unprecedt2lted
-£ale.on Janual)' S.followedby anotherbalfpel:CeDt grQwth. . ;,
a few weeks later. The consensus OIl..The Streetis. . can be e-
that the Fed will cut the interest rate another half QuestionS, comments or suggesnons
-.-- . - -- ------------~----- -maiIeO-tozmsiB@YabOO com.percentb~many analysts do not expect. move . .
•I
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images of perfection everywhere it is not sur-
prising that many feel the pressure to look like
these remarkably beautiful people or find
someone like them. Many spend thousands of
dollars on cosmetic surgery, diet products and
on physical training. Consequently, the diffi-
culty in finding what men and women want is
strengthened by the media. The expectations
set on the opposite sex in order to be -Mr.
Right" or "Ms. Right" are rather difficult, if not
impossible to attain. We too, seem to become
preoccupied in obtainiJJg the perfect legs, anns.
and chest, not just in ourselves but in others as
well.
Evolutionary psychologist believe that human
fOOltion with beauty is deeply rooted in the
human psyche as a product ofevolution, that is.
gradually over time we have developed a pref-
·erence for·beautifut things. This maybe so, bUt
we cannot ignore the social and cultural condi-
tions that we live in, where beauty is presented
as being the answer to everything. The media
surely affects, if not alters, our perception of
beauty and what is expected of the opposite
sex. C
-<home is where the heart is."
America is offering them a lot but the ques-
tion now is, is it enough to forget about their
country and pay allegiance to America. Think
about it.
The existence of American artifacts is some-
thing that puzzles me still. America is the unde-
niable melting pot of the world.. for one to say
"American artifacts,- tIley must be more spe-
cific. There is an array of so-called ··American
~ artifacts": there is the Native American. the
African American, the Asian.. the Hispanic or
the Irish artifacts. Enlighten us because my
view on American artifacts is that they all orig-
inated from other cultures. American Artifacts
are an illusion.
I understand the idea of an American culture
club in Baruch and it should not b<: disregarded
but I ask you to consider it with prudence. The
different clubs created for diverse races on col-
lege ground is hint enoug.h to understand where
you are coming from. The truth about the
American cutture club in Baruch College is that
it has the inclination of a white supremacist
group. The minority of students attending to
Baruch College that are American is probably
eqllal to 5 percent. A cluD will only make them
feel smaller. bringing a feeling of apathy that
would corrode their existenc~ in the colkge.
Yes.. we are in America the land of the free but
we also need to consider the ramifications that
such an idea will have on the people.
The rest of the world is learning English in
order to communicate with this countr) since it
is the cornerstone of the world. When you are
being asked in your interviews the languages
you speak. it is simply to have a representant
capable of communicating with the rest of the
world.. even if the rest of the world seems to be:
right in your backyard.
Every country goes through changes to estab-
lish ties with other cOUlltries. These changes
you speak of are not something. new in
America. So get over it. C
As aa adjuDct ill die SC8IiJIicI-DeperIInaII. I
waated to COIDIDCIIt 011 the opal66~ for
Life" ... appaIed in the Marda 19 iswe of
TbcTICkcr.
As. iastnIcrorwbo 1Ias .....~mel
who uses wriIiaI in my stIIIiItic:s c:1asscs, I wa
~ that~~ sccmcct
Point tbat ..,- to Iaaike
that students sbouId base judgments of instruc-
tors. on tbeir cdmicity: "Usually a person's
name will tell you lOIS of tbinp about them,
like wMt...-y _ oriBin* ti'Om and willi
rei.. dIey are. There is a slim ct.ncc tbII
Professar Stcra is a Muslim, ifyou bow what
1 1De8IL_ KnowinS dlis you can assume a kJt
~ hoW Jbe-petso&~ 1hmp." I couldn't
help tIriDt:inI- how students would feci if
C~_~~ its fiIcuIty approach
students with dIis in miad; and wondcftd ifMs.
about students' writiDa- When we c:cJIDIIICIIt OIl~ bad fuUy tJaouabt about the
"otsr writiD& we arc tI)'iDa to actdan to - impIicaItioas of what she said. Mon:ovcr, the
tIUnk more aiticalJy about their conclusions use ofa Jewishnamein this context seemed to
aDd .the basis fw them. We willi students to have.. anti-Semitic implicabon, when coo-
qllCStion wbdhcr the evidence they cite for pled ~ith the ~ption that. the professor's
tIIeir opinions is convincillg; 'We WmIt SbIiCIt:fttT JeIigion IWandcd him or ·her as "an enemy. In
te cxp~ subject matter in a way tbat shows any casc. SbKlads pl8DQing QD business careers
tI1ey understand it. None oftbis means that stu- in a gIob8Ieeooomy will have increasing expo-
dents have to "agree" with tile professor's sure to people ofother cultures and religions; if
tbinking-it is iDtM¥Icd to p:t,tbo.51Udeat to ana- tbCy insist on prejlJdsing them, they will Only
l>-ze and explain ideas, rather than to acc:ept limit their own success.
them at face value. The ability ""to analyze.,- I agree that students need to be savvy about
question, and evaluate ideas is essential for the people they are dealing with, in school and
professional success. Students who think it's beyond, and know that faculty effectiveness
just about echoing how they thm the teacher varies widely. But I don't think anyone is
feels are limiting their own growth. helped by cynical recommendations that we
I was even more disturbed by the assertion prejudge and dismiss others. C
By: NeUy Neira
What is standing in the way of men and
women from mating and relatil1l? Could it be
the media bombardment of what & perfect man
and woman should be and how. The result:
expectations are set much too higll between the
sexes.
When it comes to understanding the opposite
sex men and women are often at oddswith each
.
other. It is sometimes very difticult and, at
times, frustrating to figure outwhat each sex is
really looking for in a partner. Not all men are
looking for a goOd time and not all women are
looking for an accomplished wall..stn:et man.
Therefore, it is fair to say that whld a person is
looking for in a relationship can be defmed on
an mdividual-basis.
Although this sounds obvious and quite sim-
ple, it is not for _many. Over the past three
decades the world seems to be preoccupied
with beauty. Handsome men arid beautiful
women grace the covers of magazines, televi-
sion, billboards, and most products. With these
Beauty and the Media
By Franck Moagbe
Dear America is Beautiful,
This reply to your Op-eds piece ·'Don't forget
America" is just the answer to all tile questions
you seem unable to answer. Patriotism is alive
and well in America. As a matter of fact, if you
search a little bit toward the Mid·West or the
South, you will find a sort of patriotism that
borders what you are referring to in your little
essay. As far as New York is concerned. do not
hold your breath because it is indeed the
"Melting Pot" ofAmerica
Patriotism in America has always been ques-
tionable because of the different definitions
people living here nave given it over the years.
One definition that we are all aware of. that is
if we took enough time to read the American
History books we were provided with in high
school, is all men who went to war against the
British anny to gain the independence for what
was soon to be known as America were
Patriots. They fought and died to establish and
defend this land.
I will spare you the history lessons because
anyone as patriotic as you must know more
aoout the history of this country than I do. If
you do not, one way you can pay respect to
your country is by learning its history.
In the second paragraph. you ask why immi-
grants do not pay respect to America? The
answer to this puzzling question is tilat immi-
grants come to this country. hoping to create a
better life for themselves due to the numerous
job opportunities in this country. A portion of
the reason you seem to have over looked is that
immigrants come t() America to change their
lives not to change their sentiments about their
country. They dec()l"8te their houses with arti-
facts from their native country to help them
overcome the nostalgic feelings they are hav-
ing; to create a home away from home.
Certainly. you have heard the e:xpression
Re: "LessonS·.Fer Life"
Response to America is Beautiful
the United Stata doesD't meaa they arc
amarateful. I wed with immiJl1llllS OR a day to
day~ and tile pqIisc·s they speak of_~
never for their cou.-y of oriaia itseI( but
maiaIy far die estr8IIICIDCIIt aDd yC8ftliaa of
die cuban: dIM is so ......y~ thaD
dIat of tile UniCed StiItcs. The c:uIturc of immi-
pmtS is so disIinct, -Dot worse IlOl' beaci; but
disUDctlO Ibat oftile UDiled:S1atcs.~
miss and yearn for their societies moral and
etIlic codes wbCIl they leave that social envi-
1'OIIIncnt.
How would the average American like going
to Argentina, wllerc dinner is anywhere
between 10 p.m. and 12 midnight, people: as a
whole~ mudllDOR: openly sexist" business
meetings are scheduled at 8 a.m. and honored
around 10 a.DL and schools are usually ten
boors a day? See the culture sIlock that can
happen? It is human nature, not disresped.
Hust me. -,
Most immigrants feel deeply indebted to the
United SCatcs. I mean, how <:an they not? Do
you think they like making ten dollars a day off
often hours of work back home? I don't think
so. I think that kind of explains why immi-
gnnts do not want to go back, period.
Back to your article, you say you feel that
Baruch doesn't mcourage American Culture.
Well, how can Baruch encourage American
culture when Americaos don't try to encourage
the furthering of it! Every person in a packed
Yanlecs Stadium will stand for the -national
anthem, but how many sing the song? The
ones that do (such as myself) get starred at as if
they were doing something odd. Face it, cul-
ture in the United States died with the fifties.
No one sings our anthem, no one bands togeth-
er when we face adversity, and it gets sadder by
the day (did anyone care when oor Air Force
was bombing Iraq a month ago and our young
were back in the preverbal Lions mouth? The
answer is no.)
The support for this great country of ours is
sadly taken for granted, and it is immigrants
whom, most of the time, truly appredate what
this country is about! Even when you complain
that people do not use English enough. Well
guess what~ English is not legally the official
language of the U~ited States th~fore all lan-
guages can be seen and all languages can be
heard. As you said, we were founded and built
upon immigrants, so why shouldn't people
interviewing for job placement be interested in
knowing if you are capable of spealcing a dif-
ferent language? If immigrants work better
than the average Joe Shmoe but have little
command of English, he or she can be consid-
ered more qualified than you!
The United States has always had a reputa-
tion (though it is diminishing) of being the land
of the opportunity, the welcome gates to the
world's population that want to build for them-
selves. Why should their freedom of speech (in
the literal sense) be taken from them? I say.
keep putting up those Japanese signs in
Flushing! Let the Spanish language be seen on
all flyers and on every street post on Roosevelt
Avenue! It is a beautiful thing to have such
freedom, and people like yourself who do not
see the broader spectrum may one day add to
what may become the reduction of our free-
doms through blindness.
Patriotism should be a voluntary feeling.
Through education in grammar schools and
middle schools across America, educate our
young as to what America is, and use the out-
siders perspective so that people can treasure
freedom much like the revolutionary's of our
past did. It is always good to see things from
both sides of the coin. 0
Is this not making any sense at all to you?
Good. When you flip through the pages of the
Asylum and find this disgusting disgrace of an
individual named Tribulation hiding behind an
alias. and running his lip about homosexuality.
religion. and the state of the school, you will
find writing that is not too different from what
you ha"e read above.
Tribulation, I suggest you take your ·-Alpha
and Omega" article and ram it up your ass.
Your opinions are about as coherent as your
words with a mouth full of cock. See. I can
write like you too.
Hope you are proud. Trib. You're a loser. C
PaIrioIism .is~ dud, I too, believe
.... SIIdIy died in this country, and it is
admirable tII8l YGU decided to CO~CI' sudl an
~ topic, bat the a1ieIC, lIIIfortuaateIy,
saiJcd its way _ die murky waters of faII8cy
ntkr C)Uickly. So,~ I am; OIl die Op-Eds.
pIIC5, iady to give you some much oeC:dcd
cnI"earneut OIl immigrants and the United
States.
Before I start to pick your article apart, I wiD
honor your request, and Slate hereearly into my
response that I will not label you anything in a
grotesque manner, not -a racist, nor an immi-
grant haler. The one label I will stamp on you
and your article is that both are very ignorant.
In your own words, you state that "immi-
graJlts come to America because America has
something special to offer. They know thal in
America they can live free and thrive to make
something better for tbcmselvcs and their fam-
ily. If that is true, then why do they not pay
respect to America?" You went on to say that
some even have decorations of"artifacts" from
their own cultures lUld have nothing of the sort
to represent American "artifacts" in their
respective homes.
First oft you are absolutely rigllt. Immig-
rants do come here for a better life. When one
has an opportunity to move ahead in life, and
provide for one's family, it is obvious that one
will go to whatever extent possible to meet
those needs. However, just because one relo-
cates to a couotJy for living and prosperity, and
loves that coUntry that allows them room for
growth and bettennent does not mean that they
should let go of the culture that they have lived
in for years. That is the idea of freedom itself:
to be able to live in any way you can possibly
wanL That is the beauty of America; so in a
sense, you are paying homage to a COlJlltry that
allows you to express what you feel in whatev-
er way you wish!
Secondly, your claim of people baving arti-
facts from their culture (which is probably the
funniest way I have ever heard the word artifact
used), and none ofthe American culture in their
homes is a bit off. I would dare to say that you
commit the ultimate of fallacies -here. What
kind of American artifacts are there'? Where
are these American cultural artifacts you speak
of? Do you have a flag in your house hanging
high, or a musket ritle in honor of the
Revoilltionary War soldiers in your kitche~ or
a copy of the Declaration of Independence on
your bedroom ceiling? Probably not. American
culture is based solely on the immigrants that
came Ilere and decided to work hard and form
a society of democracy. Around the worl~
Americans are thought to be eating a cheese-
burger and fries for dinner at 5 p.m. Since the
u.s. is a relatively young country, there is no
way that one can honor its culture because,
frankly., the U.S. doesn't have a defined one!
When it comes to culture. you cannot be
expected to give up a way of life simply
because you have t>een introduced to a new
envir()runent. Just because they honor their
culture and have "artifacts." as you call them,
of their culture aroWld the house. does not
mean they disrespect the country tbey now
reside in. Like I stated earlier. this freedom is
a priv ilege that Americans take for granted.
Freedom of speech and expression. that is more
American than apple pie.
As _far as hating people that "praise their
country and never praise their new country." I
think you have your words mistaken here.
Again. just because a person praises and speaks
of their country of origin, but neglects to praise
Anyone notice how gay everyone is?
Everyone is gay. Gay Gay Gay. And those fags
in the park on the hoppily hops? Gay.
I mean. come on! These ass lickers eat ass.
and I am sitting here all jealous! It ain't right!
I love to expose the ~ugly underbelly" of
Baruch. but it usually just ends up being me
finding man ass in my mouth. therefore my
rage continues! I love to rip the op-eds section
in the paper because there I can speak my mind,
with or without semen seeping down my lips.
America is Ignorant
Trials and...
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In the midst of all of these record-setting
events, the Rangers looked more like they were
getting ready for a pee-wee league game to get
started than an NHL classic rivalry. The
'Rangers are well on their way. to missing the
playoffs for their fourth consecutive season,
and that trend seems like it will live about as
long as this Devils unbeaten streak continues.
Though the defense did play a tight game, and
a few fights kept the spirit of the game on level
for the team, the Rangers overall looked like a
weary, beaten group coming on the ice, and
stepping off of it.
The night ended in frustrating fashion as
Ranger Sandy McCarthy and Devils captain
Scott Stevens threw down their gloves and
wailed away with over hand hooks. In the end,
all that truly matters is the writing in the record
books, and this night it will state "Two streaks
continue and a Milestone reached at the
expense of the New York Rangers."
Two Streaks 'and a
. .
Milestone
By David Martinez
Managing Editor
............... ,- .,.
The Devils continue their dominance over the New York
Rangers, and extend winning streak to 12
One night of hockey, a milestone reacher
and two team streaks continue to live. The
New Jersey Devils have extended their fran-
chise record 12 game winning streak against
the hapless New York Rangers, and in doing so,
extended their now 23 game unbeaten streak
against the Rangers as well.
Tile Rangers haven't notched a win against
the Devils in nearly four years. The Devils
have recorded an impressive 15-0-8 record
within that time span, and their 4-0 win over
the Rangers showed no sign of worry that the
streak may end anytime soon.
Yet another milestone was reached this night
as Martin Brodeur notched his 50th career
shutout facing only II shots in the game, rank-
ing him fourth among active goaltenders.
Consequentely, it was his eigth shutout of the
season. putting him one shy of the league lead
held by Buffalo's "Dominator" Dominik
Hasek. and Flyers goaltender Roman Cech-
manek,
Pitino is Back' in the
Blue Grass
Rick Pitino shocks the basketball world and becomes head
coach of the University of Louisville, Kentucky's rival
By David Martinez After a three and a half year hiatus in the
Managing Editor organization of the Boston Celtics, Rick Pitino
has found his way back to his true land of
prominence - Kentucky.
On March 21st, Pitino officially became the
new head coach ofthe University ofLouisville.
Last time Pitino was involved in College ball,
he lead the University of Kentucky Wildcats to
its sixth National Championship. Five years
later, he returns to the blue grass state with the'
lone mission ofestabJishing a model basketball
program, this time in Louisville.
Pitino replaces 64-year-old Hall of Fame
coach Denny Crum, who retired after 30 plus
years of coaching, and none is more qualified
than Pitino for the job. Pitino has built the rep-
utation of being a master rebuilder. In eight
seasons, he built the Kentucky Wildcats organi-
zation to ·prOOliDence. Hepreviously cqanized
and reshaped the basketball programs of
Providence and Boston University, leading
both to the NCAA Tournament. . Now he faces
the rebuilding task again, trying to ressurect
Louisville after a dismal 12-19 season.
"It doesn't happen with a coach aniving, it
happens by recruiting good studaiteathJetes, it
happens bY improving the current p1ay~"
Pitino said. "It's going to take some outstanding
recruiting to tum things arolDld. But it woo't
happen unless we tum around the players that
are currently here. And that's what I fully
iDteod to do."
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africa_isbeautiful@hotmail.com
(718) 404-3901 Ext.7847
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••EPAIITNEIIT
DEMAND MORE PROFESSORS &
MORE CLASSESI!!
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN BE A PART OF A
uMULTICULTURAL MOVEMENT".
CONTACT: AFRICA IS BEAUTIFUL
BARUCH'S HEALTH NETWORK
INVITES YOU TO
TUESDAYS
.,:40PIW - 3:00PIIII
360 Parle Avenue Sou'th
Roo"" .,543
EXPLORE THE SECRETS OF
ANCIENT FORIWULAS FOR
LONGEVITY
STORE NEAREST CAMPUS: Ir: !\~anhottO:1 at 6tl: Ave and 18th St (Above Bed Bath & Beyond).
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4 pm and Lehman on Saturday the 31st at
9:30 am.
While head coach Penny Weiner still would
like more girls who are interested to come out
for the team, she is confident that the her
StateswOIDCD will fair better than last year
because she has at least nine players that are
really talented. Come out and support your
fellow Baruchians!"
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL OPENER
POSTPONED DUE TO RAIN
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Consuitant
At press time, the women's softball team
was slated to begin its season today but had to
cancel due to rain. It is not yet clear when the
game will be rescheduled The softball team
does have two doubleheader away games this
week against John Jay on Tuesday the 27th at
and record. The Statesmen are lWW in fifth
place with a 10-1 0 overall record and 5-7
CUNY record.
When queried coach Richard Mei said,
"Obviously we have had a tough time arid I
know most of it is directly related 10 the early
injuries that we had. But as the standings sug-
gest, we are in good shape especially because-
volleyball is much like basketball in that if one .
team does not show up ready to play on any
given day, no matter their collective talent, that
team will probably lose," Mei continued, "We
believe we are a team to be contended with!
Looking at our scores in the losing games tells
you that we are in every game. In fact we nor-
mall)' are leading early on by six or seven
points and then we lose momentum and are not
the aggressor any more. This is a trend that I
cannot quite understand! I am challenging my
team to play with a continued focus. Should
they [Statesmen] comply, I am confident that
we shall be successful!"
We certainly hope so! The tearn has a mere
three games before the CUNY tournament,
Corne out and support your Statesmen!
wins were a total team effort that were paced .
by the stellar pitching. Said Losche, "I think
we were ready to play because ofbow we com-
peted in Tennessee. We didn't win but we
fought hard and that set a standard because it
gave our guys confidence". He continued, "It
is too early to make predictions about the sea-
son, but this is a very talented bunch with three
or four guys that have major league
_ talent... unfortunately, talent alone does not
translate into championships."
Losche is absolutely right because last year
the team had talent but due to mental lapses it
lost crucial games that it should have won.
There are some fundamental truths about base-
ball that are always constant: if the team pitch-
es well. hits the ball well, and plays pretty good
defense it will usually be in good shape. One
other thing is that the Statesmen must remain
healthy. At the end of last season I had put my
never wrong prediction talent on the line and
picked the Statesmen to win CUNY this
year... we'll see!
At press time, the game scheduled for today
against New Jersey City University is can-
celled due to rain. The next games for the
Statesmen are as follows: Tuesday the 27th
away against Molloy at 3:30 pm, home against
Ramapo on Wednesday the 28th at 3 pm and
horne doubleheader against Farmingdale on
Saturday the 31st.
Heme games are played at the American
Legion in Brooklyn.* .
•
PREPS FOR THE CUNYS
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM
BASEBALL TEAM OPENS' ITS SEASON
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Consultant
The men's volleyball team has had a tough
couple of weeks. losing three games in a row.
The team lost to CCNY in four games 27-30
(L). 30-21 (W).}7-30 (L) and 28-30 (L); lost
to Hunter in four games 27-30 (L), 24-30 (L),
30-23 (W) and 15-30 (L); the team then lost to
Lehman in three straight games 20-30, 24-30
and 21-30. The Statesmen thought they had
received a break by way ofa win due to forfeit
when they snowed up for their next game
against John Jay and John Jay did not show up. .
Instead the game has been rescheduled for
Monday the 26th at 7 pm in the 23rd street
building - this is the Statesmen's last home
game. *
The team has not lost its morale after such a
poor performance in its last few games. The
team seems to believe that if it weathers the
storm for the next few games and gets a couple
of nice wins. it will be more than ready for the
CUNY tournament. The CUNY standings
seem to piggyback this notion showing that
four teams. CCNY, Hunter, Lehman and
Baruch are all about the same in terms oftalent
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Consultant
The baseball team opened its season this past
week. The team traveled to Tennessee for its
season opener against Martin Methodist; an
NAJA Division I team with a 14-1 record. In
both games. the Statesmen were "mercied";but
they had, some moments of flare against the
powerhouse Martin Methodist team. The
Statesmen also lost against University of the
South 25-5. A few things to consider are that
these teams play baseball all year iong and they
are in harder divisions than Baruch.
The Statesmen came back to New York for the
real opener against a C.UNY team in John Jay.
The game was a doubleheader that Baruch
swept in stunning fashion! The Statesmen
defeated John Jay 11-4 and ]4-0.
In the first game. south paw Peter Park got the
win as he pitched a complete game. The sec-
ond game saw FROSH Robert Benjamin at the
mound who pitched a one hitter with 10 strike-
outs in just five innings of play. John Jay
decided they had enough and called the game
to an end.
The Statesmen were literally unstoppable.
Some notables for both games were the 5-6 by
Greg Clerkin with five RBls~ the 7-8 by
FROSH Erick Vinke with a double and a
homerun: and Robert Benjamin also added
four hits. For the day. the team had 25 hits and
stole 10 bases!
Coach Losche was quick to point out that the
DEFENDING MEN'S TENNIS CHAMPIONS
IN NEED OF SOME PLAYERS!
Do you have what it takes to compete at a high level? Are
you disciplined enough to go through the rigours of one of the
hardest and most underrated Baruch teams? Can you be a
part of a team that has a tradition of winning, including win-
ning last year's CUNYAC championship, without succumbing
to the pressure to excel? If so, come out and join the men's
tennins team! *
vi~11••I.-rc••••I.
•"Ms. Neira... it's simply too
hard to ignore the fact that
you are a bumbling idiot."
would be used to print it are notworth using on
her. , will just say this one lastthing about Ms
Neira's piece. She closed her article with this
line, which is referring to a gun, "Trust me, I
won't pull the trigger - religions pull them for
you.- I wish that trigger would be pulled on me
computer screen that you are writing on, so that
you can shut the fuck up, you ignorant ass. I am
1he wice ofttieJ~aruch ~n1ty.J_~ 5 0rilY"- -
VDice that truly matters. No one wants to hear
yoor illogical, irrational, ignorant and incompe-
tent writings on this subject ever again. Listen
closely, Ms. Neira. This is not the news: its just
the truth. Peace!
\
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Your life
looks so bright but you know your happiness
still lies in the eyes of another. Go back and seek
lost love. But expect rejection. PI ay 2, 5, 12, 35,
44
PiSCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Now that the
world has come back together, get your artistic
side flowing. Let your reckless side run out and
play! This is your week in the Garden of Eden,
don't eat the forbidden fruit
\
AQUARJUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Yourschooi
work IS lagging. Stop taking those overtime
hours, even if they do cost you your job. You
will find opportunity elsewhere.
historically, to be the concoction of men. Those
men. who fight in the name of aPope, were the
ones responsible for the carnage you speak of,
not men who give up their lives for Christ
(Christians). Ms. Neira also stated, -Hatefu~
Christians, fueled ~ the execution of Jesus' was
a contributing factor for the anti-Semitism that
caused the Jewish Holocaust I am sure that the
Ctlristians were realty trying to get revenge on
the Jews who had recently caused Jesus' death
only 1900 years ago. Before I continue, I want to
just reiterate that Ms. Neira is, without a doubt,
an incompetent ass-wipe. Now, to continue, I
would like to recommend a book titled Hitler's
Pope: The Secret History Of Pope Pius XII, by
Jotm Cornwell. Ms. Neira, with that book, you
will then be able to learn something about the
history that you falsely claim to know.
There is so much other Unspeakable nonsense
that Ms. Neira speaks of in her article that it
would take up too many pages and the trees that
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Keep that
guard up, way higtl for all to see. You are under
attack from all sides! Keep composure and get
yourself ready for 4 big blow!
..
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Even
your beautiful personality and your witty sense of
humor won't help you this week against an evil
Gemini. Avoid Gemini's at all cost!
1I BRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). After a very try-
ing week things start tv clear up! Suddenly, your
boyfriend/girlfriend seems like a dried up old
loser, and you see there is aroad to meeting that
escaped ex. Give that person acall. You have
nothing to lose.
give more detailed examples to my critics to
prove my knowledge of religious history.· Ms.
Neira did not give any detailed examples. which
only proves her lack of knowtedge. Ms. Neira
states. "For instance, in the Christian religion. the
kitling of misbelievers became achurch principle
during the 4th Century as well as killing in the
name of God up to the 17oo's" I believe. as do
others with true knowledge. that the Christians
you are referring to are actually Roman Catholic.
The Roman Cathotic Church has been proven,
that you are a bumbling idiot Your piece was
titled, "lhe Unspeakable.- for what reason?
Maybe it is titled' that way because you don't
want anyone to speak about your downright stu-
pidity.
Ms. Neira states -Atheism (unlike religion) does
not claim to have magic solutions to problems,
nor a God that answers prayers.- I never knew
that answering a prayer was the same as taking
arabbit out of a hat You are right in the sense
that Atheists do not look to a god for help;
instead they look to the teachings of the obvi-
ously flawed, like Thomas Jefferson.
Ms. Neira also stated, -Although I did not wish
for my Op-Eds piece to sound Iike a research
paper.... Trust me, we all know you haven't
researched a thing. She continues to say, "I must
LEO (JUly 23-Aug. 22). Continue with your
risky life style! It seems like the wrong thing to
do in some peoples eyes, but the risks you take
now will decide your fortunes of tommorrow.
Drawi ng courtesy of Francis Li
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You are a little
lonetyand hurt, I know, the stars tell me. So i
suggest a puppy or acanary will do to keep you
at a harmonious level these next few weeks!
Please don't resort topet rocks.
CANCER (June 22-July 22). Now that the
unexpected cash is flowing into your pockets,
what to do what to do! I see a large spending
spree ill your future and an expanded wardrobe!
Go to it!
I hope you all love these interesting quotations
made by Thomas Jefferson many moons ago.
You see, Ms. Neira. Thomas Jefferson was an
idiot and he contradicts himsetf. He believes
bigotry is ignorance yet he feels man should
compare each other's beauty. based on skin
color. in the same manner that horses or dogs
are compared. Actually Thomas Jefferson is cor-
rect ignorance does Iie in bigotry: if Thomas
JeffersOIl is your poster-boy for Atheism, then
you had better lookfor someone more competent
than thCJt buffoon. Ms. Neira, I am not trying to
pick on you, ifs simply tQO hard to igl10re the fact
~Alpha and OmegL..=.~__
By Tribulation - Columnist
Trib_asyIum@hotmail.com
At any rate, the late-great Jefferson said many
other ridiculous things in his life, such as,
"Bigotry is the disease of ignorance, of morbid
minds; enthusiasm of the free and buoyant
Education and free discussion are tre antidotes
of both." -Thomas
Jefferson. Now that
doesn't sound that bad,
right? Well, it does
sound pretty nonsensical
coming from a man that
also said this statement
referring to Negroes:
TAIJ RUS (Apri I 20- May 20). Sometimes it
is hard for you to let go of the past Please for
the love of god, smoke up ablunt, let your mind
wander, close your eyes, and let your heart tell
you what is best.
GEM INI (May 21-June 21). As always. the
pressure doesn't cease. Everyone is depending
on you for answers to questions you 'Can not
handle. Tag team with aVirgo this week and sort
out your messy life.
ARIES (March 21-April 19). Anger is what
will be undoing this week. Make sure that you
don't fly off the handle this week, because it will
definitely change the way those around you per-
ceive your personal ity.
"The first difference
which strikes us is that of
colour. - Whether the
black of the Negro
resides in the reticular
membrane between the
skin and scarf-skin, or in
the scarf-skin itself;
whether it proceeds from
the colour of the blood,
the colour of fhe biTe, or-
from that of some other
secretion, the difference
is fixed in nature, and is
as real as if its seat and
cause were better known
to us. And is tnis difference ofno importance? Is
it not the foundation of a greater or less share of
beauty in ~he two races? Are not the fine mixtures
of red and wtlite, the expressions of every pas-
sion bygreater or less suffusions of colour ill the
one. preferable to that eternal monotony, which
reigns in the countenances, that immovable veil
of black which covers all the emotions of the
other race? A(jd to these. flowing hair, a more
elegant symmetry of form, their own judgmef1t in
favour of the vmites, declared by their preference
Contributing writer, NeHy rv1. Neira. in the Op-Eds section of of them. as uniform-
the tv1arch 12, 2001 issue of The Ticker used a quotaticn that Iy as is the prefer-
read, "Question boidly, even the existence of God. II for her piece ence of the
.·tl d "T· U :. I It T'" h' d P . Oranootan for then e ne nspeaxan e. lie tl ;(f resident of the Uruted States black women over
of America, Thomas Jefferson, made this quotation. Former those of his own
President Jefferson Is, many times, seen as tne poster boy for species. The circum-
Atheism. For those of you out there that don't know what Atheism stance of Superior
is, let us use ~.l:s. Neira's stupendous definition, "without qed- beauty, is ~oug~t
. ." \'0 . fvl N' .' , worthy attention Inism. ;/,.,ry qooc, ' S. : erra, tnats an excellent way of putting it! the propagation of
our horses, dogs,
and other domestic animals; why n01 in that of
man?' - Thomas Jefferson.
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and making a splash in the industry is some-
thing that fasci nates us all and it always supplies
so many different experiences, and points of
view. The road to stardom is aunique one. Let
Jeff and Rob guide you through these bands
lives.
We have 3/lOther OP-EDS destroyer article in
the form of Tribulations infamous -Alpha and .,
Omega.- This time, Tribulation attacks Nelly
Neira's Ticker writings. Should be a doozy.
Our very own Editor in Chief has provided us
with an inter~ short stoq, building upon
what we hope will be a tradition of excellent
short stories to come.
Poetry is as strong as ever, and the much
missed CD Review page is up! Check outall the
reviews. and my piece on Jaheim.
In the next few weeks, we have a few interest-
inQ- Stories .cOming' your-way.--Read-.uP on my
experience on the Opie and Anthony Show as a
milk vomiter! Or check out the up and coming
Pop Sensation American Hi-Fi as Stacy Jones
guides us through this bands growth in an
exclusive intervi~! Plus ~e weekly Alpha and
omega. and every other aspect of th~ paper you
have grown to love and enjoy!
.More..Features
Metallica Fades to Black?
.......... ~
--:...... . ,
.Table 61'-Contents~
~: - -.-.._ _ - _ ..
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Editor's NOTE
WOW did I miss doing this column! Rob
Hidalgo has been doing an exceltent job early on
during this transition period of Asylum control,
Mike Ferrarella has contributed inspiring writing
and probably the best copy editing we have had
in ages, and the absolutely amazing and beauti-
ful Julie DoJilio never stops amazing the readers
of the Asylum and the Asylum ~taffwith her art-
ful wizadry of Adobe Photoshop, which pro-
duces the top notch covers that we have been
producing.
Once again though, theAsylum's GODFATHER
has come in to say a couple of words on the
publication that many thought would have died
nearly a year ago. The Asylum continues to
move in the right direction. and the reader feed-
back has been excellent, so ~ would like to thank
each and everyone o(yo!J. {Qr .~~adiillk.!'!.~ I
mean that from the bottom of my heart. .Mudl
love to you all.
An'fNay, lets get to the content, shall we? This
issue is sixteen pages with a lot of interesting
articles and tidbits for you all to check out First
off, we have a lookatunderground bands, which
was the brainchild of former Asylum Editor Jeff
Belsky, and helped along by rookie editor Rob
Hidalgo. This is an awesome read at the lives of
bands trying to make it _The idea ofhaving fame
....... .. , .- ,~ , .., ~ ~... ., ,.... ..
Unsigned .Bands
COVER STORY 8
.. _ , . .
Drawing courtesy of Jasleen Rana
. ~ .. , . - .. , ..
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from Apocctyptica (some people may krKM
them for doing tile Metalliea classics on the
cello), -vattio.- The song is really captivating
and seems like its going be their version of
·Ecstasy of Gold' at live shows.
This ajbum was far better than I ever imag-
ined it could be. The presence of Derrick Green
has no doubt helped the band explore new
ground. Derrick brings new dimensions to the
Sepultura sound and allows the cmer guys to
do so much more. This is going to be one of
the best records to come out this year.
Hopefully it's gonna give the boys the recogni-
tion they deserve. It's already gOfle gold in
Brazil~ but that's not surprising, tAat is the
bandIS native land (except for Green, of course).
If you want to check out some info on the band,
the sites to go to are http://wwvw.sepuftribe.com
and/or http://wNw.sepulturacom.br
album conquers ground they haven't stepped
on in the past. but stilT screams Sepultura. The
differences between Nation and Against are
pretty simple. Obviously. Derrick Green has
more of afeel for what the band is about after 3
years together now. SecondJy. Steve Evetts does
an excellent job producing the record. The tribal
and acoustic jams in Against just came outof
nowhere and sound lilce they were justplaced
where they were for the heck of it The tribal
percussion and the programming is better timed
on this record and each song progresses to
each of its fine moments.
Igor Cavalera pounds in the drums to the
opening track, -Seputnation,- which is already
becoming an anthem at the live shows. The gui-
tar is pretty smooth and although there aren't
twin guitars, Derrick's vocals supplement the
guitar pretty well and make a really strong
sound. The second track, -Border Wars,· has
the verses spoken out with alight sound. The
chorus explodes in your face and has raise your
fist in the air and "scream with me- lyrics. "One
Man Army" sounds absolutely nothing like
Sepultura have done in the past, and s-omething
Features ~
Wate r FaII S A fictional story.
When Max Cavalera, lead vocalist, split ways
with Sepultura in 1996, most metal heads did
not believe the band would carryon, much less
rip out the classics like before, or make any-
- thing new worth talking about Some of the
doubters' minds won't ever be changed because
their heads are so far up their asses that no one
amongst humanity wi I~ waste that much time
trying to loosen things up. Wtry did the split
occur? Igor CavaJera (Max's younger brother),
Andreas Kisser, and Paulo Jr., felt that
Sepultura was becoming the Max show. Max
and his wife Gloria, the manager of the band at
the time. were shown the doorand the band
continued briefly as a three piece. with Andreas
Kisser assuming the position as vocalist
For about a year the band played a few shows
here and there until they came across Derrick
Green, a vocalist who relocated himself in New
York's nerdcore scene from Cleveland. He may
not axe it out on every single song like Max did
but this guy's bark is absolutely vicious. In
1998 the band released it's first album in its'
new form titled Against. The record was a pretty
solid effort, but did not con-
vince most that the band made
a bright decision in giving
Max the boot For those of you "
who like heavy music. remem- ~:-,..~. :,.:::: :i~li.~'
:..:-(:: -,::..~~-,
ber March 20, and prepare for ': .. " .~:t-.
Nation.
Let me just get something
off my chest. I liked Against a
whole lot more than most peo-
ple did. but Nation kills! The
But a breakup WIll not sirpnse me.
The plan concludes, and has gone
exactly as Intended. Metallica will no
longer exist. As far as the public can tell, the
members of Metailica all dislike each other,
whether or not this IS actually the truth. James
can go back to Catnornia and spend Quality time
with his family. Lars can be the busy man, with
his cellphone constantly ringing and attending
all sorts of functions. Jason can dedicate hIS
time to his band, and have the creative freedom
he so desires. And Kirk ...can be Kirk.
Such a situation I do not wish to see come to
pass. Based on the evidence provided and my
keen sense of deduction, the scenano seems
likely. I Wish to be proven Incorrect! In April,
members of the Metallica Club will hear the
"real" one-sided story about the circumstances
in an exclusive interview for their FanClub mag-
azine. Their magazine is painfully one-
sided in Metallica's favor, so , am unsure
how accurate It is. I would love to hear
another album from Metall ica which IS,
supposed to be harder than the previous
couple of albums.
The band as a trio, according to rolling-
stone.com, is headed back to the studio in April
to record their next album. Metailica will find a
"temporary bassist" to record With, and Will
begm to record new songs. They, however, Will
not complete another album. "Tensions" withIn
the band will heat up and be reported in every
major music magazine and on MTV. Eventually
Kurt Loder of MTV news will report the
headline: "Metaillca has broken up." As
for the new CD, "I guarantee that the
music will be something else," KirK
Hammett says in the 'Members Only'
section of metallica.corn. Inis "some-
thing else" will be a 'farewell' of sorts;
the recorded not completed album,
released to Metailica Club members as
.""'-:- x a reward for staying loyal
.::::{....:::
:'-:~~~t
Kirk Hammett: "Jason ~ our brother. He will be
missed."
The plan continues.
His connection will never be broken."
Lars: "We 'part ways with Jason with more love,
more mutual respect. and more understanding of
each other than at any other point in the past.
James, Kirk and I look forward to ernbracinq the
next chapter of Metailica with both a huge
amount of appreciation for the last 14 years With
Jason and the excitement of rising to the chal-
lenges that lay ahead to make Metallica shine
brighter than ever. II
James: ·Playing with someone who has such
unbridled passion for music will forever be a
huge inspiration. On stage every night, he was
a driving force to usall, fans and band alike.
. _ _ _ - _ __ ~
~
Features!
Metaltica can focus on other items for the time
being. It is the perfect time for Jason to resign
from the band. He has been itching to do so for
awhile now as it is, Jason Newsted has finished
aside project called 'Echobrain" which he is not
allowed to release because James Hetfield feels a
solo project will take away from Metallica. This
mistreatment adds onto the emotional scars that
stili exist from the ...And Justice For All days.
Memory IS still clear that Jason's bass was
turned down on the album, and ftBlackened," tf1e
only song that Jason co-wrote was Intentionally
made quieter than all the other songs on the
album. After what is said to be a"very well ors-
cussed- consideration, Jason resigns from
Metallica. Band response to the resignation is
Quite varied, as shown at metallica.com:
J' •••••.-.- __ _. • J'
Public outcry against Metallica's Anti-Napster
stance begins, and websites such as boy-
cottmetallica.org and killmetallica.com arise.
making James and Lars grin. As James Hetfield
has stated, ·Metallica
Yes to be hated. ~
Champchaos.com cre-
ates the infamous
-Napster BAD- parody,
ich leads to Lars
commenting "I hate that
fucking place." _Whether
that is true IS unknown;
Lars' saying otherwise
would break the public
view that he is an 'ass-
note, Lars attends a
Senate hearing about
Napster, which leads to
more press and more interviews to attend.
During such interviews, Lars admits in Playboy,
he ·said some things that were borderline silly."
But this is necessary to keep the 'asshole' Image
going. Metallica's hardcore fans stick with the
band throughout this entire ordeal and go
against ex-fans and non-fans on internet mes-
sage boards, and in face-to-face arguments. The
ptan is progressing ni(ely.
The February 12 Court of Appeals decision
about Napster is against Napster, and thus
It seems unlikely that Jason Newsted's depar-
ture from the band came out of nowhere and is
equally unlikely that the band just happens to be
atodds with each other in the Playboy interview.
It is the bel iet of th is
writer that these two
events are a part ofan
orchestrated effort by
the members 0
Metallica to dissolve
the band completely,
with no chance of
reunion.
Before initiating the
break-up, Metallica
finishes a few things.
Repaying Michael
Kamen for his orches-
tra work on "Nothing Else Matters: Metallica
agrees to do two shows with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. This becomes amini-tour,
with Metallica playing additional symphony
shows in New York and overseas. Metallica also
wntes a song, -I Disappear," for a movie sound-
track, another new experience for the band.
While still writing the song, it is discovered that
radio stations are playing the demo versions of "I
Dsanpesr," The origin of the leaking of the sOflg
to the publIC is traced to a music-swapping sys-
tem known as Napster. Metallica has found the
perfect vehicle to begin their dissolving. Touting
the cause of protecting artists' rights, something
the members of Metallica likely do feel strongly
about, Metallica leads the artists' crusade agamst
Napster.
Drummer Lars Ulri: '1 becomes the spokesper-
son for Metallica's fight, initiating the first attack
SInce Metallica's initial lawsuit against Napster.
Acquinng the names of all Napster users who
have downloaded Metallica songs, the list is pre-
sented to Napster with the request that all those
users be removed from the Napster service.
Approximately 350,000 users' names were pre
sented. In one SWift act. Metallica has areund
350,000 less fans. The plan is in action.
I cannot say exactly when or under what cir-
cumstances, but Metallica as a cohesive, music-
making unit will dissolve. My presumption is
that this will occur bythe end of this year or early
next year at the latest
The combination of album sales, along
WIth tne sat e of rnercnanoise and compen-
sation for live shows has orovicec the"
members of Metailica wun more than~,.
enougn money to !Ive multi pie! .teurnes on. '
If writing ana playing music became more
of a cnore tnan anything, the members of
Meta!ilC3 could nang UP lne.r Instruments
and never play another live show or record
anomer album aga!rr
Heed my words: MetaJlica will break up.
•
This could become a reality
METALLICA FADES TO BLACK?
By Michael FerrareJla
Arts copy Editor
mikeferrarella@mindspring.com
Be forewarned: this is not written by a
Metallica-basher, someone who thinks they "sold
out" or turned pop, or any other criticism one
can think of. I am a "hardcore" Metallica fan. I
own 56 bootleg Metallica concerts; am a mem-
ber of the Metallica Fan Club; and own Metallica-
wear such as T-shirts and sweatpants. Their
music gets Into my soul, to the essence of my
very being. Songs such as "Master of Puppets"
and "Call of Ktulu" flow throughout my body.
LYrically, "Fade to Black" and "Fixxxer" have
helped me cope With personal difficulties. Their
music IS inside of me, there for any emotions.
But I am also a rational Metallica fan. On
January 17, bassist Jason Newsted Quit the band
citing "pnvate and personal reasons, and the
physical damage that I have done to myself over
the years while playing the music I love" as the
reasons. In the April issue of Playboy, inter-
views With the band members conducted In
December 2000 show the band at odds with one
another Members toss Insults about other
members. and note a lack of contact
amongst themselves. The ride is over,
and M€t~jlCa snows no remorse.
~J'~:aIIJ.:a·s f rst aicu.n. Klil Em All,
was r:; e3sed ~ 1983. which made ItS
ias~ng marx 8i1 tne muse Industry.
Their oopuar ry rose Tram there and
CUlmiral8·j 'NITro the,~ self-titled 1990
release ~\J.eta:IIC3 toured for that
album ail the way through 1995, after
whish they ceciced to take their music'
In a dlfferen~ direction. Metailica lead
singer James Hetfleld has been quoted as saying
"We put our fans through a lot of shit: and this
was seen at ItS fullest With their 1996 album Load
which turnec away from the familiar metal
sound. Instead, they released a rock album,
along With which came a whole new breed of
fans thinking that "King Nothing" IS the greatest
Metaillca song ever. Future albums had different
sounds ranging from heavy rock to the complete
OPPOSite, as seen In Metalica's cover of Lynyrd
Skynyrd's "Tuesday's Gone." Metallica's most
recent album IS anew hybrid altogether, the band
playing With the San FranCISco Symphony
Orchestra. A "fear of repetition" IS what pes-
sesses Metailica to continually "evolve" their
music. Regardless of the changes, fans continue
to purchase Metailica's albums, each of which
have sold over a million copies.
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Visit 'vVWN.mindtwjstneLcom to download 7;-ae~
MP3s and to buy CDs
Pan has appeared at ~eooes fike Mercury
Lounge, Brownies, and Continental. If you stop
by when they're plaYing. you11 be exposed to
their erotically-charged live performance, whlcn
features body painting, ana simulated oral sex
between the singer and French perCUSSionist
babe Cassandre Deramat (who someti mes goes
topless at the end of performances, and who has
been playing for over fifteen years). Just to give
u an idea of their live performance, in an e-
mail to Pan. a fan stated "Is Cassandre still get-
ting naked at the end of each show? The musIc
is great, butshe is the ICing on the cake."
Pan have a Manhattan publ ic accession televl-
ion show, ·Pandemonium TV, - every Sunday
on channel 67 at 3 A.M. If you're looking for
great music and a different kind of live show,
then look no further than Pan.
Visit WNW.thepan.com for more info, and to
hear clips from songs. A.lso viSit 'hWW.cdba-
by.com to purchase the CD.
CDs to get on the ccmpilanon, and fvk"IJ ~wrs::
was picked immediate:y. Acc~rd:ng to ..;aS2~ :=:.~
. X R ..oj ~.' d~ '•.or act eCOfuS, ,..-tin lWlst nas anLiQe :~'I-; ,~.
v .
hard rock." Yoc can catcr. M;nd~wist a: Bays -::
Queens venues jndudmg 'voodoo L(}.J ~ ge_ S:~'.
tuned fr>r a-IOtA! 7 "ong en "-om'lr:~ r, ·r ;n ,~~, ( ;t~ V ~v''f -'::>'if -:..J...,.. ':j·..,j'..... ,J.·./'I::;).
School of Music), and catchy hooks. I!ke ones
from "Joy," with its four-chord progressIon
Singer Chris Launois tells the taie of Jimmy, a
boy who wants more than aone-night stand from
an attractive girl, on "Little Bit 01 Love." Love at
first sight is the topic explored on "Dangerous,"
in which Launois bariton~ly sings, "1 just met
you, I know I love you" as the fi rst and last line
of the song. And on the mellower side, the
dreamy and dreary -Cryin'- is the perfect song
for driving home late at night to.
The band indudes guitarist lIan Frid. drummer
Dorian Johnston, and bassist Martin Ewens,
whose band. Big Mouth, used to tour with
Spacehog. Pan was also featured in the New
York Posfs -The Best Unsigned Bands You've
Never Heard of,· back in September.
Pan are making waves allover NYC with their
psychedelic pop/rock sound. 7. the band's 8-
song CD. boasts tight productic1n by former gui-
tarist Joseph Briggs (who attended Berklee
Pan
By Jeff Belsky
Senior Staff Writer
eastern seaboard.
Undaunted by the tolls of the music industry,
Red Room brings a vibrant outlook to their
music. Red Room's influences include Pink
Floyd, NOFX, Sunny Day Real Estate, Fugazi and
the Police. -I feel that every style of music has
Its good parts and bad parts," Sa! says. " I listen
to anything tnat has quality and that makes me
wam to Iisten to It again" .
On the brink of a olossorn.nq career, Red
Room IS charging ahead, ful '-force ready to tour
non-stop until the en d of 2001 and beyond In
support of "Ihe Final Grade". .A./so With the
release of tlus record and a VIdeo for one of
the songs off me album, the road looks prom IS-
,:1g; the POSSibilitieS are endless.
For more information about Red Room, InC!LJO-
:ng band member profiles ano 4 out of the 9
songs from thei r first a~bum to download, gc to
www.RedRoomRocks.com.
REDROOM
By Jason Prior
Contributing Writer
:: ,=-~ ';1r'" 'gn :::it~1 ~ rr: \~ ;:J:-l-c:. .~, Wrl t p 80' c:.
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Red Room is aband from the NY area and are
looking to rock at a club near you. An innova-
tive young band 1hat is helping to inspire and
motivate a new generation of music listeners,
they have been turning heads everywhere they
play. The band began at Five Towns College
where they all attended. They started out playing
shows In coffeeh ouses and benefit events, for
anyone who would listen. They have been
tooether for about a year and a half
~~t;-,ough stir ~ a vcuno bane, bassist Sal
!V:. gnano. voca.ist Irrn =eenej, .irurnrner Adam
<utm and qu.tansr Jonr !re3nC~ wnte with the
slr;cer::y and InSlgtl~ 0': a
bane twrce their age.
;f]e:~ aebut release 'The ~·nai Grade" was
written ana oroouceo by the nand tnemselves. It
,S a 9 song CD, which .s ernoticnatly charged
~~Cr\ at .ts fUllest They are currentv In the stu-
oic :.-vort<lng on new rr;rer'3' for tneir second
:)'Ir" :--r, 7"r:~ bane memh~n- :), nave difterentu .... \... . • v J . LA I. • I ........... 1..::: _ IU'i v u. v I ..
UlJugnts as to wh a: Re,:: Roor-: scenes like.
.,; '''nl ':11 sa'v/ 'n' ""l+ '~Jp Q~i~ ernc-rcck-n-ro I W,+hvV-"-,,.\...f "LO ... 'W ... .,.; ''-oJ....,;.I\.... , ........ i\ 1 , ILl
02; aoJs we mostly reCK; NI~';> 2 '=e~I~la; focus of
m'?:ICJl:l:C nffs and !in~s that we n·JC'':; Will make
lh~ YS~.Jng KIds dance.' says ~on;-
Thev iust aot back from 2 3-.ve~K Easf Coast
" -
tour mat covered 13 states. Tnroughout their
lOur they rocked small clubs up ar1d down the
or another's downfall- ""- - ~..... -
reasons why he struggles In achieving his dream
': .. ': :~2 : '/4;~r; snakes and those who underes!:-
. -" -, ·r' " lth~~S thouoh: '1' \ .. ~s
: ~I~ I "'l lG I , j ~ 1 l Wild
Knowa was once a part of agroup thatspl it very
harshly that he seemed reluctant to spe4k about
exp! lcitly.
Knowa's parents divorced when he was only
four years old. Knowa actually grew up with a
HIspanic babysitter and learned how to speak
SpanIsh. He did not grow up knowmg his father.
'Yeah; 'eve my pops," Knowa says with his eyes
:ow9red to the ground, "but it IS love surround-
.;;j Gy/ reser.tment." He says that he sometimes
~PO'C:: -'A'" 'n~t h,:;:: 'A'hpr has a npw family an"
........... ....J ..............__ ... , ...,; 11,...1'- '...... • IV , • \J
IVOflC8;S N;,,, ~Ie ,:::iu not receive that typ€ of love
frem >. r; tie now sses hiS father from time to
t:~9. Dct ~i'ey c3rJnot rei ate to each other, In ref-
er61ce to ,"liS mUSIC, f\nowa says. "I can't Just go
te 1;',: J3G arj say ,oak at what I just did!'''
K; JVJ? says ne WOfl'~ !et any Opposition stop him
frcm ~IS dream
K;"lowa aspires to become an inspiration. He
says thatfans are very Important to hIm. He feels
that as an MC he has an enormous responSibil-
Ity to those who hear his mUSIc. "I want to be the
vOice of all those who never had a chance to
speak It" Knowa represents knowledge and
Lazarus represents his rebirth through musIc.
Knowa has seen himself grow as artist and the
manIfestation IS Lazarus. "Music is the voice of
someon~'s soul," Knowa Lazarus says with his
eyes staring straight and bright "I want to eat,
live and breathe music. Irs beautiful. Its art"
-'~r(" ;:J·· ....ns ' K"'o"J~ 'c'IS -:::lI ..,..I -..J ........ -' I, . I .v (J ...vl c..
/rJ~" -::' -;J::<rr • . ~ ~.:.r'(' accent '1 c Iyrlca:J~'; ... , vi;;. ~ "J~"vv) (,;\", l I...... •
r'-,,,,::lc:.c ~r,-; rr- <s c. ~ ':,";:' : ••;\ nelo - IT' In hiS
.L- ... Vy .... -' _ ....... 1 • I' I ..... -' I..) \. :J. ..Y I..J;.J t·j
Knowa was performing a song titled, "Show 1J'
Prove," with nis producer of the track,
Flav@mat!kz.
Knowa's team of producers that he calls the
"Three-headed monster" drops the type of beats
that meshes well with Knowa's rhyme delivery.
The first head of the mythical monster is Chuxter
Productions, who Knowa feels has sirmlanues
with the popuar, OJ Premier. The second head IS
Evil Melodies also known as Serpent who IS from
Ch1C3g,] ~\J;: Vlelod:es Productions nrinqs the
.... Ar '0 .'").~ .~ tl1~ "~r ~ ~c:.' '1J+ not least 'In nis0~ t\ t:G~~ Lv ,_' _~~":';. _J~l u i" C'v _ v •
Contact information and updates on all Knowa Lazarus events:
www.knowaJazarus.com
translates words or terms, such as, Mahal Kita (I
love you) and Maganda (beautiful). Knowa says
that he revised the chorus for that song and·
updated some of the lyrics. Knowa has not made
any attempt at covering up hisnationality.
In hIS plan to establish himself wIthin the
mUSIc Industry_ Knowa has faced several hurdles
beSides the ones that arise because of his
nationality. Knowa started to take hiS rhyming
ability senously Juring hiS senior year of high
school. He qUI~ piaylng on tne schooi oasK8tbal:
team at Says,Jc itJ: SC~JOI ana elie:--, rn::;'
Opposition frorr fam-
tiy members. He
takes four i!berd. arts
classes to helD in hIS
effort te ed~n 2
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makes this statement to impress tile view that he
IS not simply a good Asian rapp er, but a good
rapper regardless of hIS racial background.
Knowa wants to totally destroy the idea that
ASIan males cannot rhyme. Knowa aspires "to
break the barriers." He says, "I am more than
that" Knowa says that he has plenty to offer
today's world of rap. He believes nat music Will
continue to evolve, but there IS too much of an
ernohas.s on rap rnusic from the South, which IS
make ',!:l' s;rio :/(JiJ naKed" Knowa aHudes to
,":J'eri~ 3,:L.:2tlCns cr. certair. traCKS. He says that
~~ :2" ::::; (; T~;. J .... : s~:, ~eria:n !ntelligen~. On
'no;; S2~e SOG9 Kr. uwa says ": pack a 4-5 and
:;(Jr ooes It hurt" He admits to not owning a
gu r , Cut he has held one. "But I won't use It."
Knowa says. "i am smarter than tnat. ! can sur-
'lIve in the streets and In the ci ass room." Knowa
bel i8ves that many times lyrICS are taken out of
context. InSinuatIOns to guns and vIolence gen-
erally mean that he IS shOWing aggression on a
song.
Knowa uses tms aggressIOn duflng hIS per-
formances. At a show hosted by Crosstown
Records, ina west 30th street bar named
"'ownset, Knowa grabs the audl ence wIth his
strong microphone vOIce. A sea of surprised
watcners viewed Knowa, wearing a T-shirt that
rad :3 picture of a beach setting and the word
"Pr;::i~c:nes" wrltten across the bottom. dellver-
.r'~ h S art with cc'mmandlng ease. A. young
-'<3, 2~ t9rT'21e whO attended me sn~w stated, "He
, J' \,:,,_i-tO'~K,ng ell·] has a uniQue 'JOice," whde
UNSIGNED TALENT: Knowa Lazarus
Feel the emotion and soul of Baruch's resident hip-hop artist
By Rob Hidalgo
Arts Editor
asyt umrob@hotmail.com
'lecessary for the term Me. You need to have a
. Queens's native Cedric Bonjoc ak.a. Knowa
Lazarus, a student of Baruch College. is another
member of the ever-growing lineup of fresh
young talent to emerge from the. streets that
breed rappers. In the 70's and 80's, If you picked
up a microphone and kept the crowed Jumping
wh!le rhyming SImply over an Instrumental beat,
then you would earn respect as an MC (Master
of Ceremony). 1:1 the new millennium It has
become increasingly harder to earn me respect
'\1'-" -. rhyme tl'\\A. arp-a ~~ ·0 ............. .- a--'- ~a"~""~,.luL.t; ',. t ItUn, ~ C ""~ t:a,~, ,'-' v LvI,,"
h ••" _·c·~s .::. muses,. "os: '10pcrLallll'y', yOt.:. nee': i.:
n3Ve 3 ruthless bUS'''fSS rTll~a Knowa L..aZardS 's
Jne :)1 the many aspiring, young lyricists who are
attempting to enter lhe business of rap.
Kr.owa is deal!n'~ WI:h tne time constr3!r.ts Of
belrlg a college student and working part-time In
2 real estate office ~ulrng the weekenas. while
striving for his goa! of oecomtng a respected
MC. Although Knowa was born In the U.S.. his
natlonalrty IS claSSified as FilipinO. In the rap
gam ethere IS not one known ASian Me that has
made an Impact. "My' hardest CritiCism comes
trom ,4.S1 an people." Knowa says wh lie wavlll Q
h,S fls~s "It frustrat~s me ~: ea!s me. Mad people
SteeD en mel" He say's tria! most ASian people
star: :0 acceot h:nl as 21'1 artist ollee. and only
,r,c:? ~'?opje of other r3::::?S come ~o a:::onclus:on
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With so much dysfunction
in the male population,
There is not much of a proportion .
left of men with the qualification .
. according to my calculation.
~ ;.' --.. ~. ~
There was one who didn't care ...
~
didn't bother to think of what to wear. ..
the one who makes me want to share ...
My soul ... naked and bare.
He is the one with banana sweaters ...
and discusses issues and matters.
He is the one that would take me motorbik-
mg,
or just hiking.
He is not a pretty boy,
He is a beautiful boy.
He doesn't wear glasses...
But, he looks through lenses.....
and captu res my senses.
He is the one who attends events in slip-
pers ...
He is the one that would give me the dip-
pers.
He is the one who gives me the stars ...
He is the one who takes me to mars..
And set me free from these caging bars.
He is the one with eyes ...
as blue'as the ·skies...
or as brown as hair dyes.
He is the one who makes me laugh and
smile ...
He is the one who walks with me awhole
'1 •mle...~~
and his is the only # I want to dial.
He is the one I can't possess..
For I'm cursed .
With mind and body defects.
want to laugh.
I know he wants me,
But, does he just want me ....
Or does he want to love me?
Does he just want the physical ....
And not the mental? ...
Is he only interested in the physio....
And not the Psycho-logical? .....
I don't know .
I probably will never know...
Unless, I attempt to know..
And to ask is the only way to know:
Yet, I can't ask and dare.....
f can't confront and inquire..
All these feelings, I can't show and
bare .
. Without knowing that, these are feelings..we
share.
He invades my mind....
And makes my heart pound.
He haunts my dreams.:" .•. .
and my body.~.- ..,~~- . - '.~
.With jOy'and .$atiSfacIion ·itseems-.·- .:
I want someone....who will buy me flowers
I want one who would take showers
With me and....a pool of flowers,
I want one who will pay my dowries.
What A Woman Wants
By Bisirat Yohannes
I want one... who, is just .as deep
as me.....and sings me to sleep,
I want the one who will never creep.
I wan1 the one who will share my responsi-
bility
The one who will enhance my ability
to extend my capability,
By supporting my success' probability.
I wan1 someone to lay with
Someone to laugh with,
Someone to crywith,
Someone to play with,
Someone .to walk with,
Someone to dream with,
Someone to share me with.
I want someone who understands me,
Someone who stands beside me.
I really don't ask for much....
I'm not picky orsuch ...
But, I do like making a fine catch
Whenever something seems to match.
For Example:
A man in Banana Sweaters ....
Means casual, but sophisticated matters.
A man in a motorcycle...
is always trouble.
Onre a pretty boy,
always a pretty boy.
A man in dorky glasses....
Usually goes for jewelry boxes.
A man with a record ....
Will go platinum. or just stay with a record.
A man of martial arts....
Has no clue about the marital-arts.
Yet, he carries love full of carts
& for his weapons and his darts.
. A man who worships the gym...
usually loves only him. .
r . _
A man who 'is usually withdrawn and quiet
usually makes you yawn and recommends
a diet
A man who talks too much .
Usually ain' got much.
Aman who always makes you laugh...
Could only be cOnsidered half.
Blc there would be days when. you wouldn't
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*786*
Can't Seem
By Aisha Kahn
ALL MY LIFE,
TO HAVE YOU MINE--
KNOWING HOW DEEPLY
AND SUCCEED NOT ONCE
I'D YEARN FOR YOUR LOVE
'Poetry
NEVER WOULD'VE CREATED yOU.
CAN'T SEEM TO GET OVER yOU...
ELSE HE WOULD'VE NEVER GIVEN YOU LIFE ...
I'M SURE IT WASN'T ME HE WAS THINKING OF...
WHAT WAS THE LORD THINKING WHEN HE CREATED YOU?
WHAT WAS THE LORD THINKING WHEN HE CREATED YOU?
Will I MARRY YOU;
IS THAT WHAT YOU ASK?
IT'S HARD TO SAY, JIGGA'
IT SEEMS A HARD TASK.
*786*
Will I Marry You
By AishaKahn
WilL I MARRY YOU;
DO YOU REALLY WISH TO KNOW?
I'M NOT TOO SlJRE MYSELF, JIGGA'
WHY CAN'T WE JUST GO WITH THE FLOW?
wu. I MARRY YOU;
IS 1T AliGHT IF I SAY MAYBE?
CUZ I'M TELLlN' U, JIGGA'
I'M STILL MY MAMA'Z BABY.
WILL I MARRY YOU;
WOULD I LIKE TO; OR CAN I?
IT MAnERS WHICH WAY UAX, JIGGA'
YOU GaTS TO RECO'NIZE.
WILL I MARRY YOU;
I WISH I COULD SPEAK MY MIND,
BUT I NEEDS ME SOME TIME, JIGGA'
CUZ I DON'T WANNA THINK TOO BLIND.
WILL I MARRY YOU;
I THINK I KNOWZ MY FINAL SAY,
BUT NEVA MIND, JIGGA'
I'LL TELL YOU ANOTHER DAY...
I can't give peopl e my all ....
There are a few... that I call,
Yet, Lstill can't give them my all
BIC I'm afraid that. they won't understand at
all
::::::;? ::::tt t~:t· to ·tt tt:: :1:#= tb :t@' ~f:b tit: w #$ '@t tit 1& e .Tm afraid that they won't call. :.-.
911, after they shoot me through my soul.
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For years lived and those left behind
If I must die, I want to die like hero
A sight possessed by those fully blin~
But dreams like these
How stupid I for thinking I was here.
Are nothing but a vision
UntiI the day we meet agai n
I strive to leave enormous mark behind
Eternal question lingers never to be answered
Mystrength has fair ed me, my sober mind
My hands are raised in questionto the God
Shaking like my voice
1am down on my knees,
Unti tledlll
By Mr. X
Left never to be back
The light that guides me through the darkest tunnel.
The ground swirls around in the wild dance
You always there by my side
J
I
I
---_..-----~----_.
·My Dear Son'.....
My faithful protector, my ray of mild light
Cal led me the beautiful of names
From hills of China to the Tel Aviv
The hands that have delivered me
By the merciless doctor that you, no more......
Into this peaceful world are now shaking
I see your lovely face. your eyes, your soul
My life spins through my mind
Is now harsh and frai I
n, ..I' .•. , I
• 1.,/ ,--JI " I J
The voice that has been told
You hairs gray and you are not that young
I hear your gentle voice that has so many times
Dying like morons that are tully blind
I want all people remember me for years
That gentle voice, that has so many times rocked me to sleep
And life has left irs unmistaken mark upon your graceful face
People are dying, passing not like heroes
When mother's live to see their children die
tl~$;$)~@:@
Untitled IV
By Mr. X
This world has nothing, only cruel destruction
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Only to be gradually devoured
Into the eternal Suffering
Bleeding, waiting hoping
The time you glanced at me
Untitledfl
By Mr. X
At what point my peaceful existence
A helpless soldier on the battlefield
I see not where has the road split in two
To the unceasing angu ish of the soul
Never to be healed again
Where has the smooth ride to happiness
Now in retrospect
Untitled
By Mr. X
Became the path to the catastrophe
Was it the time I behold you?
By the invisible hands of despair
Leaving me wounded, lying like
Those saddened but magical eyes
Looking out the window
I hear the rustling sound of the wild wind
Making it's presence felt
Flying around in search of the one
One he had lostbut never 'had
whispering the love hymns
Trying to entice The Queen (her)
But unnoticed he goes
She who never knew love
Wonders on earth alone
Needs not a companion
Scrolling around because of the one
One she had lost but never had
One to whom she had whispered the hymns
Trying to entice (him) _
But unnoticed she went
Now, she who never knew love
.Wonders on earth alone
Wants not a companion
Became the shackled slave of the passion
Surrendered itself, like a heart of ayoung lover
At which unfortunate moment my restless mind
Piercinq my heart deep down to my very being
'.
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was great! highly recommend this show to any-
one who loves music and wants to have a great
time. Es muy intellengente. Un Exito divertido.
ent states
and have
various
white collar
jobs. The
love circle
winds down
and we fi
Iy see whom
Maria likes.
It turns au
to be the
piano player
because, as
Mar i a
exclaims,
"he is the
one person who can give me what Iwant- which
is to let her sing her solo "Piensa En Mi- which
none. of the Jose's seemed to want her to do
throughout the show as it is about cheating men.
(She claims to have just been dumped at the
beginning of the show).
The wardrobe of the cast could only equal the
amazing songs and dancing of the show. The
guys were all well dressed with slacks and shirts
fitted for a dance club while Maria wore various
sex:y dresses including a stunning bl ue outfit.
This overall is one heck of a show with itssin-
gle flaw being that perhaps the set could have
been better. The performers were wonderful and
looked and played their parts to perfection. The
dinner served was mat of a spanish cusine and
ers feet The love -circle- created allows us to
hear musie from each of the characters' respec-
tive backgrounds: Puerto Rico, Dominican
Republic, Mexico and Cuba. The different types
of songs, which the show features are just amaz-
ing. Who would think less though considering
the producer is none other then Enrique IngJesies
and features not only his songs but also those of
his rival Ricky Martin whose songs are portrayed
amazingly well by the Jose Boricua. The music
represents all the varying types of Spanish music
including the conga, salsa, mambo, cha cha cha
and of course some love song ballads. It must be
noted that myfavorite song performed was there
interpretation of the Macarena in which they
started off so solemnly but slowly sort ofwound
up and the way the Jose cubana emphasized the
groan of the chorus left me in stitches.
As the plot progresses we learn that only Jose
Boriqua is truly who he claims to be as the oth-
ers each come clean admitting to be from differ-
The character who really makes
the show is, The Cat in the Hat,
pi ayed by Cathy Rigby.
ness made his message of "a person being a
person no matter how small" or in the larger
sense no matter what they look like. The role of
the sour kangaroo played by Sharon Wilkins is
also done masterfully. She has a voice 1hat is
reminiscent of Aretha Frankl in and it is shown in
her songs, as they seem toecho the diva with the
ideas of RESPECT amongst others.
The character who really makes the show is
The Cat in the Hat, played by Cathy Rigby. She
has a great whimsical way and plays terrifically
off of the audience including spraying the audi-
ence with fake tears and string as well hugging a
girl from the audience for "comfort" when JoJo,
a miniscule boy, turns up missing. Her antics
keep the audience in stitches the whole way
through. The songs are great atdefining the spe-
cific point that brings about the ideas of being
happy with who you are and respecting others as
featured in the song "How Lucky You Are". Thus,
the promoting of an active imagination in NOh
The Thinks You Can Think" is what this show is
about.
Overall, this is awonderful show for people of
all ages and sizes with perhaps the only draw-
back being a lack of costumes and makeup. The
moral message it sends out to kids is wonderful
and quite important in making this a must-see
for the kids.
Revi ews !.
Seussical
The dinner show, 4 guys named Jose...and una
Mujer Named Manal, features agreat collection
of Spanish music that is directed by Enrique
>
Iglesias. The actors do agreat job as they playoff
one another bysinging and dancing.
The show which features 4 guys supposedly
named Jose starts off in terms ofplot ';;j' a"seq"
woman showing up to play the part of Maria who
is not the origin~1 Maria that they thought would
be performing. However, as she wins over their
hearts with her dancing and beauty they quickly
approve of her. She sets up a continuos circle of
romance where each of the guys try to woo her
in their own way while notstepping on each oth-
4 Guys Named Jose ... And UnaMuj~e_r_N_a_m_e_d_M~ar_ia_!~~~~~~_
A love circle with beautiful and entertaining music
- ._ -. - - ~••_~ - _ _~_ -~ _ _ -.- - _ _ _ ••- W' _ J& -.- - •••- - _._ -_-.-_.-.. -.-.- - - .. - - - -,•••••_. _ ~ .
Richard Rodgers Theater
226 West 46th Street
By Jessica Rubenstei n
Staff Writer
A Theatrical Periormance for all Ages
The Broadway show Seussical the MUSical IS
a great show for those of all ages. The show IS
filled with great j ekes primarily done bythe char-
acter of Dr. Seuss, the cat who sends a tremen-
dous moral message to kids by telling them that
no matter what one looks like, or one's size or
shape, a person is still a person. This message
is echoed throughout the show by the two "love-
bird" characters of Horton, an elephant and
Gertrude McFuZl, a bird. This message is quite
(In important one as it teaches aform of human-
ness and respect of others personal space.
The cast of this show is particularly great
Kevin Chamberlin, who plays Horton, does a
simply wonderful job. He has a very sincere WelY
of portraying his character and he seemed
engulfed in his role. His large stature and kind-
Blue Angel Theater
.323 West 44th Street
By Jessica Rubenstein
Staff Writer
. IKeview. ~
~
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Ghetto love
Warner Brothers Records
By David Martinez
Acting Managing Editor
Some say that the world of R&B music has
become a homogenized, uniform pool of talent.
No one knows who sings what because, frankly,
no one can distinguish one artist from another.
Breaking out of this tired mold, we have a 21
year old from New Jersey with enough soul and
charisma in his body to make Barry White do a
double-take. Jaheim is his name, and he has a
sound with an identity that no one can deny.
Exquisitely mixing the soulful sounds of R&B
with the down to earth beats of Hip Hop, Jaheim
has formed a hybrid sound that is sure to touch
peopl~ on a mass level. Ghetto Love, his debut
Warner Bros. Album, has broken the top ten
plain, tanding CIt number 9.
"Jaheim has formed a
hybrid sound that is sure to
~ hi"loue peop e...
"CouJd it Be- has been the rave of m411Y R&B
radio stations for some time now. The exhibit
that this young man presents to his listening
audience is the masterful blend of an experi-
enced lover, in every sense of the word, and a
passionate philosopher of the Iife he has lived.
But the extent of this young man's beautiful
ertisuy doesn't stop there.
Though some songs such as "Could it Be,"
and the albums titled song "Ghetto Love" truly
show the passion and power of this charismatic
individual, the album itself from track one to
twenty one show the prowess of aveteran in this
new comer's debut It does what many albums
nowadays don't do, and that is to create a mood
and feel for the whole record. From beginning
to the very end, the focus and the lyricism con-
tinuously captivate the listener, and gives that
listener a peek into a life that is equally as
remarkable as it is interesting.
Jaheim has broken that old mold of R&B
music, and "Ghetto Love" will surely be spread-
ing with every new listener it attracts.
•
Jessica Andrews
Who I Am
DreamWorks Records
By Michael Ferrarella
Copy Editor
She may have a voice, but that doesn't say a
thing about her music. Listening to her CD Who
I Am is no different than listening to any of the
popstar drones being shoved down our throats
daily. That she is "country-pop" does not make
any difference. Seventeen year old Jessica
Andrews has toured with country superstars
Trisha Yearwood and Faith Hill. Her song "show
me heaven" has been played on the television
show "Dawson's Creek- - Whoop-de fucking
do! "Dawson's Creek" is a festering hellhole
showcasing all the pop-nonsense music, with-
out any consideration of how good the songs
mayor may not be. Disappointingly, Jessica
Andrews does not write her own lyrics, save co-
writing one single track.
The one co-written song is called "good
friend to me" featuring lyrics such as "yeah,
you're a real fine guy/ but you're gonna have to
try to bel a good friend to me." It takes three
people to write such choice lyrics!
The rest of the songs are equally enlighten-
ing, but Jessica Andrews cannot be held respon-
sible for the lyrics. "Karma" is an especially
mind-numbing song reminding everyone that
"what goes around comes around" and the espe-
cially creative chorus lyric, "k-k-k-k-karma." Too
many of them are wishy-washy love songs that
the teenyboppers can relate to.
Not writing the title track for her CD is the
worst miscarriage of justice. Lyrics from "who i
am" include "I am rosemary's granddaughter/
the spitting image of my father/ when the day is
done, my momma's! still my bigges1 fan." If
Jessica Andrews did not write such Jyrics, are
they actually about her? Is she singing false-
hoods instead?
She has a soothing voice, which is over-
shadowed by the poppy nonsensical lyrics of her
songs. The talent is there; she merely has to uti-
lize it to her fullest extent. Writing her own
songs and using more powerful lyrics could
make future releases enjoyable for elll music
fans, even those with the most discnminating
tastes. Until she does so, , cannot and will not
support such tomfoolery.
VariousArt ists
1-2-3 Lets Dance
Sony Music Entertainment
By Nelly Neira
Contributing Writer
People aJways say don't judge a book by its
cover, butwhen it comes to this CD you should.
If you don't particularly enjoy Ricky Martin,
Gloria Estefan, Elvis Crespo elnd the rest of the
Latin artists featured on the cover, then don't
bother Iistening to it. It seems that a
'Crossover" al bum is what these Latin artists
that made this compilation possible were aiming
for. Everyone is trying to capitalize on the latin
excitement that is hitting the air waves.
Hidden perhaps among the shadows of the
already famous Latin Pop stars who achieved
their "Crossover" are new comers Shaki ra,
Monica Naranio, DLG (Dark Latin Groove),
Gizelle, Los Rabanes, and Azul Azul whom have
already tasted fame on the other side. They give
us a taste of what "Pop" can be when it's given
a little Latin flavor ranging from Spanish reggae
to salsa and merengue.
Shakira's "Ojos Asi," perhaps the best track
In this album, gives us a taste of what happens
when you blend Arabian and Latin music ongi-
.nality. Shakira truly flourishes in this song with.
her creativity and vocal talent Monica Naranjo's
"Sobrevivire" with its danceable club-like mix
contains lots of rhythm, much like Gizelle's
"Come Baby Come." DLG's (Dark Latin Groove)
"Gotcha" is also full of Latin beats, but it is
nowhere near as good as other songs they've
produced. Los Rabanes' "My Commanding
Wife" IS a poor attempt at sounding like "Hip-
Hop" with their poor excuse for rapping and
their passe lyrics. Azul Azul's pop-reggae "La
Bomba" was an "okay-if-you-got-time-kill" kind
ofa song, but I've heard better Spanish reggae.
As for Ricky Martin, Jon Secada, and the rest
ofthe more famed Latin artists that are also part
of this CD, they all sound Alike peas in a pod."
We've all heard what they sound like, there is no
difference here. Elvis Crespo's "Pintame"
sounds just like his "Suavemente" With mayDe
different lyrics. Jon Secada's "Asl" takes another
shot at having a nit. Glona Estefan's RNa Me
Deiss De Ouerer' and Chayanne's "Salome"
show Indications that some previously expen-
enced, if not to say In need of retirement, artists
are trying to follow the trend, nice try. As for
Enrique Iglesias, as much as I admire him, his
song "Por Amarte" IS not a good "Let's Dance"
kind of asong but agood "lets make up" kind of
song.
Even though the Idea of having a CD fuJI of
Latin singers who are all ready for a "crossover"
album is a great Idea, thiS CD could have been
more skillfully assembled. With better songs and
more talented musrcians this CD could r1'1e
really showed the Impact that Latin flavor has on
mUSIC.
•
Moby (Featuring Gwen Stefan i)
Maxi-Single
Southside
V2 Records
By Michael Ferrarella
Copy Editor
If you listen to the radio, you have undoubt-
edly heard the new single by Moby called
"Southside." By now, this song may have bur-
rowed a path into the innermost regions of your
consciousness, and embedded itself into your
daily thought process. This having happened to
me, I decided it in my best interest to purchase
the CD-single in order to quench any desire to
hear the song.
When purchasing the single, I was faced with
a choice between the regular CD single that fea-
tures the "album version" and the "featuring
Gwen Stefani version" for $4.49 or the Maxi-
Single, which has 7 tracks, for only two dollars
more. Five extra songs for only two dollars extra
sounds like an excellent deal, and I purchased
the Ma>:i-Single.
I want my two dollars back.
The first track is "Southside' with Moby and
Gwen Stefani, the song I purchased the CD for.
Gwen has a pleasant voice. and would do excep-
tionally well in a solo career away from the "No
Doubt" garbage she IS affiliated with. Her voice
breathes life into a song that otherwise sounds
hollow and does not have any energy to it.
"[Gwen Stefani] breathes life
i nto a son 9 t hat 0 the rw iSe
sounds hollow and does not
have any energ'y to it."
How does one make a 3:49 song Into an 8:27
remix? This is done on the second track by
adding techno beats and SPEEDING Moby's and
Gwen's Iyncs. It becomes mostly beats, which
drags on for the entire 8:27. This isfollowed by
the hollow "album version" of "Southside,"
which does not feature Gwen. An 8:48 remix of
"Soulhsi de" follows, ~hich consists of techno
beats and the lyrics "to the southside", leqitirniz-
Ing Its claim to be a "Southside Rernx."
"Am't Never Learned' is the fifth track, a song
that does not even deserve to be a B-Side track.
'1 is worse than the hollow version of
"Southside," and fits In the same category as the
norrendous remixes. After suffering through
that song. I am treated to the "Hybn d Dishing
Pump Instrumental" remix of "Southside." The
song does not even vaguely resemble
"Southside." leaving it difficult for one to actual-
ly consider this a remix of the song. Evidently,
tacking the title "Southside" to a bunch of noise
automatically makes It a rerrux of the song.
The final track is an absolutely superlative
Instrumental song called "The Sun Never Stops
Setting." The mood created by this song is one
of ceacetulness and reI axation; It IS the second
Jest song en the CD. ThiS song and "Southside"
teatunnq Gwen Stetaruwould have been the best
CD-Single to release. All of the other nonsense
on thiS CD one can dowithout.
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Pantera
Hammerstein Ballroom
Saturday, March 10,
2001
By Israel Tannenbaum
Contributing Writer
It is Saturday night, March IOth9
and the Hammerstein Ballroom is
.ready to explode. Thousands of
rabid fans pack the concert hall to
the gills, creating an air of tension
that continues to mount as the
evening's head Iiners prepere to
take the stage.
Fi nally, at 9:30, p.m., the' house
lights go dim. The audience
erupts into a unison chant:
"Pantera, Pantera, Pantera." The
night, which had seen three previ-
ous bands, Nothing Face, Morbid
Angel, a~d Soulfly perform, has finally reached its most anticipated climax.
The band members make their way onto the stage, one at atime: Bassist Rex Brown, followed by
.guitarist dimebag darell, and his brother, drummer, Vinnie Paul. The three of them immediately
launch into a song from the band's new LP, Reinventing the Steel, called, "It's Fucking Electric"
FoHowing their introduction, lead singer, Phil Anselmo, swaggers onto the stage and launches righ~
into the vocals. His voice stiJl has the raw power, which 'has been creating that 'tough as nails'
Pantera sound that they have been playing around the world for the past twelve years.
The night- featured the band playing many of the songs off their new album such as the Grammy
nominated •Revolution is my name," as well as "I'll cast ashadow," a song that Phil dUbb~d 'the
newest Pantera classic that we will be "begging him to play.' the next time they come around, which,
for those interested, will be sometime in the summer.
•~-----­
Classic Metal Kings Still Running Strong
The band also played many classics such as. "Becoming,· "Walk," and the closing song of the
evening, which co!"es from their first album, Cowboys From Hell, entitled 'Primal Concrete Sledge.·
The show's presentation was also quite superb. The lighting served to enhance the music play-
ing, and the presence of a big steel Pantera logo on the stage, served to display how mucl1 stature
the band has gained in its long career.
The only disappointment in their set,
the interior sound of the Hammerstein'
audio equipment The Iimitations were m
obvious on songs such as, ·Suicide Note.
Pt 1,·where the speed and harshness of
music could not be fully appreciated, and
times ended up sounding jumbled and am
teurish.
All in all, Pantera put on another supe.rt)
and fascinating show, that really showcases
why as Phil sta1ed: "we're the kings of
metal: and why Pantera has been able
stay true to its style of music for twelve
years, and is·still running strong.
Revi ews 1
Starts strong, but loses steam
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